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PADUCAH DAILY REGISTE
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PADUCAH, ICY., SATURDAY
MORNING, MAY 26. 1906.

'1r014, 23, NO t21
EXCEPTIONS
LEGISLATIVE
SENSATIONAL CHARGES
IN ROSE SUIT BOARD RULES
HURLED AT STANDARD OIL POLICE AND FIRE TEACHERSHIP
CO
MMISSIONERS EXAMINATIONS
Administrator Ru4olph Has Commit
tee On Revision De-

!Olevteland, 004', 'May
23..---Prentis- viorkings of the
railro,a4
:
5tandarsLATn—
Ao. _bribe- elealers—itroait—and -an- Oil---atfraffe
-e=re tcielie
d
upon by mv
attempt to debuch grand jurors
were four witnesses in a manner which
the sensational charges agai
nst the the prosecution declared to be highly satisfacto
S:andarc: Oil company presente
d be- night that ry. It was reported toas the result of -the infore the interstate commerce com
- terstate commerce comm
ission and
mission late this afternoon.
the activity of Attorney General
Frank B. Fretter of Cleveland
Elproduced two letters to prove thes lis in his plans to prosecute the ofe ficers of the Standard
and subsidiary
MINNIE BURRADELL
accusations. The first involved
CLAIMS ORD
P. companies the Stan
dard Oil comINANCES WILL BE HAND- C. Grenshaw, manager of the Stan
d- pany will withdraw
$io,000 ON ACCOUNT OF
from Ohio.
ard Oil company in Chicago. The
ED DIRECT FROM
IDA BOLAN, COLORE
Fails to Stop Publicity.
ONtE
INJURIES BY SUDDEN
second came from lillemphis and told
D, HAD HIGH
Virgi
SCHOOL CHILDREN GET
l
P.
Klin
e,
in
BOARD TO THE
behalf of the HER HUSBAN
of a thwarted attempt, as alleged, to
STARTING OF CAR
D
ARR
Stan
ESTED
dard
,
did
his
utmo
st
to
OUT
prev
forc
ent
e
THEIR ANNUAL ISa dealer to stop selling the
OTHER.
BECAUSE HE WOULD
product of an independent concern. the revelations being placed upon reNOT
SUE
OF "ISHKOODAH"
ofrifr
d.
He filed objections to (the
These accusations came at the end
SUPPORT CHILDREN.
Neat Signs Placed Upon the Door of
test
imon
y
of
.
each
of the witnesses
of a day of testimony replete with
TODAY.
Mayor Yeiser Will Be required to adto
on various grounds, but was over
nishing developments. The enthe Offices at the Court House
commission in each
tire gamut of the investigation—rail- ruled by the
Reduce Recommendations and
Omer McGough Recovere
Yesterday—Other Court
d Watch Large and Interest
road discrimination, lawless crushig case. Commissioners Clements and
ing Meeting Held
Communications
Prou
ty
made
to
Stolen From Him
it
plain
that
of
'
the
comp
inetit
ion,
corr
upti
on in enforc- vestigation
Aboard
News.
Yest
erda
y
Afternoon by the
is to be given the widest
ing the inspection i laws and all the
Writing.
Dick Fowler Two
possible scope.
Alumni Association.
•
Months Ago.
quired to bring in any new ordinIn the suit of Felix G. Rudolph,
'Ber
ry's
cour
t,
and
he asks for the
Yesterday the committee on rules ance ordered not later than
administrator of H. A. Rose, against
the secSuperintendent Samuel
lone T. Rose, the plaintiff fiLed ex- and revision for the council and ond regular meeting following . the writ to release him from custody. He
of the county public scho Billington
Last night was the evening
ceptions to some deltas put in by aldermanic boards met with Alder- session at which the new bill is or- also refers to the last proceeding in
ols and the
to
a recent hearing when Judge
board of county
which the police commissioner
different parties against the estate. man W. T. Miller at his music store dered drafted for enactment.
Berr
exam
y
iners have
s
ad.
The reduced the bail to
$1,000 without a journed two weeks ago to hold their gone over the papers of the white
This litigation is a friendly action on Broadway near Fifth street and bill shall include the special feat
ures motinsyte that effec
t being made by regular monthly meeting, but the ex- people examined last Friday and
decided upon a number of changes Set out in the motion orde
for settlement of the, Rose estate.
ring it either tide
Saturday, and ascertained whic
pected gathering was not
Rudolph offered an amended an- c.f rules that govern the city legis- brought in.
h anconducted
swer
ed properly the test ques
as
only
answer to the cross petition of the lative bodies. The alterations will
two
members were present
The committee considered bringing
tions
to
TRADES URGE TEMPERANC at the City Hall,
entitle them to certificates perWestern National Bank of Louisville be handed in to the boards at their le a rule providing that any
Comm
E
issi
oner
s
legis
lamitting them to teach in the
St. Louis, Mo., May 25.—A resolu- Jesse Gilbert 'and Rich
Jin the suit of the National Life In- meetings the first Monday and Thur
county
ard Suthers- tor missing a meeting should be tion was
scho
ols, if employed. First
,,lan
adop
d.
ted
surance company against the Ken- day of next month for adoption
Mem
toda
ber
y
at
John K. Bonds was
the annual
fined double the sum he gets for atclass
.
sserifikates
conference of the Structural
were issued to 'those
tucky Mill and Lumber company. H. One change decided upon was
Build- kept away by illness, while Corn• maki
that tending a meeting, provided he is ing Trad
ng as high as eighty-five per
es Alliance of America ask- missioner Mann W. Clark
A. Rose had a $10,000 policy in the hereafter when important or emer not sick, some mem
is so- cent, second
ber of his family ing that
class to those making
local unions affiliated with journing at Dawson Springs
National life, and hypothecated sae gency ordinances or resolutions are ai:ing, or he is out of the
for his as high as
city. The it to urge their
seventy-five per cent, and
health.
to the Western bank on borrowing adopted at one meeting they
memb
ers
agai
memb
nst
the
ers
get
$3
each
can be
session, and use of alcoh
third class to those making as
money from them. He was a membcr given their second adop
olic liquors, the object
high
tion during a after talking over this rule, the comas sixty-five per coat.
bein
g.
it
of the mill company, and as the mill special meeting to
is
said,
not so much to enFlour Stolen.
be called by the mittee decided not to bring it in.
Those who passed 'the examinaciurage temperance in itself as
company, the bank, and the Rose mayor, ten minutes
Mr. T. E. Ford of Seco
This was all the changes the comto
after the regular
nd and tions and were
prot
granted the certifiect
estate are all claiming the proceeds session adjourns
work
Wash
men from accident. The
ington streets informed the
that same night. mittee could think of at present, but
au- cateal Were Nettie Perkins
allia
nce
of the policy, the insurance company This applies to
also
thori
indo
of Laties
rsed
yest
the bill penderday that sometime the mont
all those bills, ex- if more desired, arise, they will be
, Anna Knott of
ing in iongress which provides
Sled suit and asked the court to de- cept the ones
Wood
nigh
ville,
t
befo
re
thie
ves
incl
that
broke open a Maggie Harrison
prohibited by charter}
uded in the list.
termine who is
of Lone Oak, Vicduty be removed from crude alco
freight car on the I. C. swit
entitled to the and by the new rule
hol.
ch
not
trac
so
k tor Wallace of Oak Level, Harr
much
money.
Rudolph represents the time will have
near his store, and Woke open
y
to be taken up, adopta bar- Gibson of Benton, Ira Veucosab
estate.
i of
rel
of
flour, nearly all of which was Cunn
ing measures, by waiting for the
ingham, Lummie Luckett of
Roy L. Culley was granted a di- different
taken. Officer Long traced
meetings, which are somethe thief Woodville, Bessie
vorce from Clara Rieke Culley, havBillington of
by
the flour _marks as far as Four
tnses many weeks apart, the council
th Lone Oak and Iotte Hill of Grahaming sued her on the grounds of de- meet
and
Clar
k
Streets, but there the trail
ing the first and Third Monday
sertion.
was lost. A big white spot
night of each month and the alder- THE ATTORNEY FOR MONROE
Now, in empleryin,g itistiuctors for
was on
STARFLI110 CONFESSIO
Ida Rose was given a divorce from
men the Thursdays following.
N III the : sidewalk where he had set the the rural district scho
SEEKS TO GET CLIENT
ols, the dietrict
Ezra Rose.
MADE BY ASSISTANT
flour down to rest
At present the council gives adoptrustees can make selections from
TO
OUT JUDGE BERRY'S
Pending the demurrer to petition,
A. J. C ASSA TT.
the above list, as the test shows all
plaintiff filed an amended petition in tion to an ordinance, then waits for
COURT.
Will Not Support Them.
its next meeting two weeks hence to
are qualified for the positions.
the suit of Nellie B. Wynn against
Ida Bolen, colored, of Mech
Alestierday the skeperinellndent began
anicsthe Paducah City Railway, wherein give second passage. The bill then
W. A. Patton Gwns $307,000 Worth burg, yesterda
y .gol a warrant from the examinations for colored peop
plaintiff wants damages from defend- goes to the aldermen the following Claim Mad
le,
of Coal Stock Which Cost
e That no Appeal Lies
Judge Sanders, charging her
husband, and this will be ..finished today. Four
ant on account of injuries sustained. Thursday night for initial passage,
Ed
Fro
Bole
m
n, with violating that statu
Newport Judge's Refusal
and then lays over until the first
Him Nothing.
te applicants are being tested.
which provides a penalty
Thursday of the ensuing month.
to Release Him From
for any
Appellate Court
parent refusing to properly
Teachers' 'Exaunination.
Yesterday diopatches from Frank- for second adoption by this body.
provide
Custody.
for
his helpless children. He
In
this
way it takes about five weeks
Philadelphia, Pa., May 25.—'W
fort stated the judges in the appelwork
s
Superintendent* List, this lien:ping
hen at King's mill
in Mechanicsburg, and
we are through, Mr. Pawn,
late court had overruled the motion to finally enact a bill, and in order
you will the wife
at
8 o'clock begins • the examination
clai
ms does not live at
be in exactly the position
for a re-hearing of the slut of Mil- to obviate such loss of time, the
Cincinnati, May 25.—Attorneys
you make home, comi
of the teachers of the public schools
for
ng
corel
aittc
in
only
e
yours
Ccei
dcd to change thT W. E. Monr
elf." was the answer made
at periods, and at the Wash
ler vs Hart.
oe, Sr., charged with
ington building on West
by that he has not
tr.:, ;a Cala respect, and hereafter false
Lawyer William A. Glargow to
bought anything Broadway
swearing, appeared before
Wil. He finished the list of
sinc
e
last
Fed%he
Chri
liam
n
stma
the
coun
s for the children, questions
cil passes an ordinance eral Judg
A. Patton, assistant to Presiden
Wants liro,000 Damages.
e A. M. J. Cochran, in Coylest evening, and the test
t one of whom is
NfinnieBurradell has filed suit in the first time the first Monday sight ingt4u
only three years of will show
yesterday morning, and pre- Cassatt of the Pennsylvania railroad, age, and the
what advancement they
of
othe
the
when at the hearing of the
month, it will go to the alder- sented
r only one year.
the circuit court against the Paduirave made in their study of Mcinterstate
a petition asking for a writ
cah Traction company for $10,000 men the following Thursday for ot habe
commerce commission in this city toMurry's Method of Recitation.
as corpuet
•
Judge Cochran day the rail
Recovered Watch.
homages. She claims that on April initial adoption by those authorities. pass
road official protested
ed the matter until later in
Omer McGough was yest
the against being placed in an
ofith she started to get upon a car It then comes back to the council the
erday
afternoon, but instructed
Annual Publication.
unfair po- given his
United sition.
• on South Third street, being accom- thiird Monday night for second readwatch by Chief James
States Deputy Marshal Emm
Collins, who has been hold
ett Orr
Today the annual issue of the high
panied by her little boy whom she ing, and to the aldermen the enThe significance of this answ
ing it for
to go to Alexandria.
er is several mont
school ;steer 1eskoodah7 will be
Campbell that at the conclusi
placed aboard, and then started to suing Thursday for last passage. By
hs.
on of his testicounty, and bring Monroe
McGough left here one day
published by the students, who are
to tht mony M. Patton had
step up herself when the car started this means a bill is gotten through
on the
admitted that steamer
court room in Covington.
anxi
ously looking forward to it with
Dick
and dragged her bbouttefifty beet. completely in little less than three
with
Fowl
out
ear
the
expenditure of one penny
for Cairo.
In his petition Monroe alleges that
there to take a train for
.causing painful injuries.
much expectation. It contains many
he
is
toda
The car weeks, instead of five as now.
y
in
Miss
poss
ouri
essi
. fine
on May 9. judge Berry ente
on of $307,000 Someone
articles coming from the pens
stopped, she got aboard and coming
red an worth of mining
stole his watch aboard
Another change decided upon was orde
stock gained while boot
the of the talen
r directing a warrant to be issu
,
down to Third and Kentucky ave- tharMayor Yeiser be requ
and
ted' corps of writers fured he was an officer of
when he reached the Egyp
ired to put for his arreet and
the Pennsyl- tian
- nishing the news
requiring bail vania railr
nue, got 1off, while the conductor in writing all communic
city
, andi many copies
he
tele
phoned here for the
oad and received by him
ations and of $1,500, and on
the same day is- without
will be printed. This is the last isvirtually pitched her boy off, so she recommendations he offer
cfficers to meet the stea
the
s to the city sued a warrant sign
mer on its
expenditure of any ened by himself as ergy in
sue to be printed until the schools
return and search a sosp
charges.
boards, and file them with the city judg
lieu of cash.
ected negro. resu
e, and directed to any police offime next September, when the
The
offic
ers
clerk, Henry Bailey.
did
This
so,
gett
was
ing
the big sensation of tothe watch publicat
cer in the city for his arrest
ion will be continued.
and
Property Bola.
lock
for
the
ing
up, the darky, who got
day's hearing and in comparison
An important change to save the alleged
with a term in
crime of false swearing.
Property lying on the Husbands delay usually
the
it
all
peni
the
tent
graft
arising * committees
iary where he
exposed among the ofMonroe says he was taken into
road just outside Mechanicsburg has not promptly
is now confined.
Many Here.
ficials of the Pennsylvania rail
taking up questions re- custody by
McOough never
road had an
the sheriff and held until at
been 'sold by L. D. Husbands to C. ferred them
oppo
rtun
ity
prev
ious hearings fades into insigto return and get
was that adopted, com- May r2.
Many attended the meeting of
He alleges that all orders nific
Mk Black for _$1,165 and the deed pelling the
his watch, but yesterda
ance.
chairman of any com- stated abov
y called for it the Paducah
Alumni Association
e
were
filed yesterday for record with the mittee
made by Judge
while en route from
More Ingeniou Thaa Ingenuou
to make full report upon Berry or
Missouri to yesterday afternoon at the Carnegie
s.
.s county cleric.
done
or
insti
gated
by
Prin
whatever_ia_referrori
him
ceton, Ky.
Although _he_laael---anPihrary. 2t
out ot malice and haired- an
EIiesCh "boughrriOits George ft the
Store Robbed.
planation of his manner of acqu
names were enrolled as affiliates of
very next meeting following were well
iring
known by him to be vio- thes
.C. Wiallace for $2,5oo property on the sess
Yesterday morning Drug
e huge blocks of stocks, and
the organization comprising all perion at which the proposition lations of
gist
Chas
.
did
Boyd street.
law.
Pipley of Eleventh and
F put in the hands of
not profess to know how he
his committee.
Caldwell 20till graduated from the tracel high
got it, streets
Andrew P.
No Offense Charged.
Humburg sold to Of c,our
discovered, when he
the
expl
se,
anat
if
the
chai
ion
rman
was
is
more
came to schools. The working details are
sick
or
inge
The petition sets out that the orniou open his plac
Agnes Leech for $reco property on
e
than
of
out
of
town
organized,
inge
busi
,
nuou
he
ness
s,
and imexcu
is
,
for
sable. The der does not state
that some- being well
under the per- time
'Harahan boulevard
what offense was sistent ques
during the night befo
mediately after the reception the ascommittee revising the rules started char
tion
ing
re
of
thei
Lawy
eves
er Glas- broke
ged; that the warrant was isthrough the side
gow he was finally forced
to make it punishable with a fine of sued
door and sociation gives this year's graduate;
to make stole two
by Berry as judge, that no cirSigns on Doors.
razors, $1 in money, and the evening of June 8th, the com$i of any chairman who delays cuit
the candid admission that he had
judge has power to issue a warthe $everal other
mittees already selected will comYesterday neatly painted signs longer than one meeting before re- rant
articles.
; that he was denied the right to stock and that it had not cost
mence outlining their series of afwere placed upon all the doors of porting; but this was finally stric
him
one
cent.
ken be taken before a magistrate to
fairs which are to be conducted at
have
NEW MASEMIC
the court attaches on the first floor out of the proposed change.
That President A. J. Cassatt
LODGE.
a charge of false swearing inquired
was
periods in the future. The member'of the court house building. These
folly aware of his holdings in the
Another change was that hereafter into
, and was removed without aucoal One be Inst
ship rolls now show an imusually
signs give the names of the officials, the city clerk shall, when calle
itut
companies he reluctantly admi
ed Today at
d on, thority of law from Newport
tted,
Ballard county—Woodm Kevil large number of names, but those
to Alex- and said that no
occupying the different rooms, andi immediately furnish the chai
en
secret was madrman of andria.
already joining desire every grad4 are of assistance to anyone hunt any special committee with
Excursion.
either of his possession of it
resoluor
how
Mon
roe
furt
uate, no matter of what year, to afher
state
s on May ty he came :by
ing for the office of any certain of- tons referred to the
it, a declaration somecommittee, the a petition for a writ of
Mr. James E. Wilhelm,
habeas corpus
ficer.
copies being written out plainly.
past grand filiate in order to matte it the most
was presented to Judge M.L. Mathe- what out of harmony with Captain master for I'vVasons
444.%
flonrshing organization of the entire
of
Green's assumption of surprise
Another rule decided upon was that son,
Kentucky,
at leaves this morning at
alleging that Judge Berry was
state
.
Rehm, oft
9:3o o'clock
!nobody shall be allowed to addr
ess prejudiced. He, said Berry replied the large holdingssof certain officer; for Kevil, Ballard coun
Referee ,Bagby of the bankrupt:the president
ty,
of
to
insti
the Pennsylvania railroad in coal tute
of any board, except that he had not
the newly organized Maso
Alumni Excursion.
the least intention of 'compani
k. court was yesterday able to leave his; members of
nic
es.
that body in session or permitting any
lodg
e
for
that town. He
other judge to pr.'be and come down to his office for!the mayor,
Yest
erda
will
y
be
over aoo members of the
No attempt to discharge this graft accompanied
unleas by a votct,...2f two• side at the
by several
trial and overruled said syst
• a few hours', but being ytt 'site :thirds
Paducah Carbondale, (Ill.) Alumni Associaem was made by the manage- brethren, till
of the members preseell when motion, "and
of
arbitrarily and per- men
weak from his attack of sickness I the requ
t oi the Pennsylvania. railroad evening at 8:30 whom return this tion, came to this city for their anest is made. Heretofore one emptoril
y, and with much heat and
soon went back home and retired.' member
o'clock. The new nual excursion up the Tennesse
until
sitting can object to any- pass
the startling disclosures made body starts off
e rivion ordered that the trial be adwith a large mem- er, where several hours
fie expects to be all right by the body addr
public thtough the present ,hea
were spent.
essing the body, and this journed
bers
hip
for
a
ring
plac
s
e
so
smal
to
fire of next week.
Alexandria, Campbell cf
l,
The delegates left Carbondale yeslives sufficient for exclusion.
the interstate commerce commiscounty, Ky., at ii a. m. the succeedterday morning on a special train,
The W146dmen of the Wor
1 The other new rule provides
sion, was the statement made by
ld of
that ing day."
this Carbondale,
"(Coistiereed on Page Three.)
Ill., will tomorrow run ant &having *Awn over the Illinois
the ordinance cormittet shall
wine.ss after a lengthy wrangle
be rewith an excursio
Monroe says no appeal lies from
n into this city by way Central railroad to Metropolis, there
counsel for the government.
of Cairo, _getiing here at I0.:2
0 a, m.
"(Continued on Page Two
4
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Protested Against
Claims

cided On NiftyChanges

meeting Held Last Nine
Applicants Granted
Night On Account Of
Teacher's CertifiAbsent Members,
cates

I

SOY CULLY GRANTED A DIVORCE
SOME WILL SAVE MUCH TIME

FLOUR TAKEN FROM FREIGHT CAR
COLORED EXAMINATIONS NOW

FEDERAL COURT REVEALS GRAFT

_

es3

+r..1"
, 4

'

TROUBLE ABOUT EXCAVATING
NEW SIDEWALKS
ON SEVENTH
SOME

FENCES

FOUND

SIT- WORK

STORM

ON
BEING

TING OUT ON THE PUB-

SEWERS

PUSHED

RAPIDLY.

LIC GROUND.

These Have to Be Set Back, Else The Bitulithic on Broadway Does
They Are Torn Down by the
Not Have to Be Torn Up When
Contractor.
Mains Are Connected.

•

Health
Advice
for
Women

Don't Hesitate
If you suffer from any kind offemale troubles, don't hesitate to take Wine
of Cardui. It Is a medicine which, for over half a century, has proved of
remarkable efficacy in just such diseases.
"For the last nine years", writes Samtl. L. Davidson, the well known
real estate operator of 1655 Eliot St., Denver, Col, "my wife suffered
from female troubles, and if it had not been for

Woman's
III Relief

WINE
OF

A little trouble has been had on
While finishing the work of layJefferson street by City Engineer ing the underground mains for the
Washington, and Contractor Thomas storm sewers on Kentucky avenue
Bridge, arhen-it--ennte- tor- abO-UT- Ninth Tsitacri-inTraCTUrT
way for the concrete pavements that Gardner and Robertson have started
Bridges is putting down on both sides laborers to
work excavating the
she would be suffering yet. I broke up my business East to bring her here, but it did not Imof the thoroughfare under contract trenches over on Seventh between
prove her general health. Our physician could not help her, and all his skill came to naught
from the c;ty. The misunderstand- the avenue and Broadway so things
She asked him if there was no known cure for female trouble. He said there was a patent
ings thus far have arisen as result of will be ready for the men to corni?.
medicine, but would not tell her its name. So she asked her druggist. and he recommended
private along and lay the piping as soon as
parties own'ng
abutting
WRITE US FREELY
Wine of Cardul. After trying it, my wife says that Cardui, with plenty of fresh air, will do
street,
hav;iig
that
property along
trenches are ready on the avenue
and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling all your
more than all the doctors combined.1 and we recomtheir fences out upon the sidewalk, within the next few days. Yesterday
troubles, and stating your age. We will send you
mend It to all female sufferers, where no surgical operaand not back to the line.
TREE ADVICE, in plain seated envelope, and a valthe grade stakes were driven on
tion is necessary." Try it for periodical pains.
The engineer upon surveying be- Sixth between the avenue and Broaduable book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Address:
The
Ladies' Advisory Department,
s'de the Folz property at Fourth anti way, and excavation work will be
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Jefferson street, found that the fence taken up in a few days on that
G SS
•
was standing jut nearly a foot upon thoroughfare also.
ae: *
the city's public sidewalk. He reThese new storm sewers do not
quested the owners of the ground to have to cross Broadway in getting
move the fence back, explaining it from South Seventh over to North his own designs. Sometimes mas- accounts the famous mare was the GUY NANCE,
M. NANCE,
was out farther than it should be, so Seventh, and from the south side to sage forms part ofthe healing treat • 'property of Thomas F. Dolan, owner
Manager.
Embalmer.
the contractors could go ahead with the north side for the other cross ment.
I of the stallion Jean Beraud. The
It is said that old scars from ope- 'only other mare that ever won the
the new walks. The fence being out thorougVares. When the Broadway
that far when the owners bought the storm sewers were constructed, at rations can be removed by this , Brooklyn handicap was the famous
property, they naturally thought they each intersecting street, piping was method, which, it is declared, is one Ilittle mare Reina, which was also
owned clear out to where the fence run out to one side for the "intakes," cf the most important advances made / bread and raised if Kentucky and
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
stood, therefore refused to move it which extends out into Sixth, Sev• in surgery in recent years.
which is now in the stud at the Kenfor Sick and Injured Only.
tack. The contractor was compelled enth and Ninth, both north and
more establishment of her owner,
to tear it down and also dig up some south, Nlow when new sewers are POCKET WIRELESS
Julius Bauer.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
trees standing out on the public run up to Broadway from the side
Tammany, when he sired Tokalon,
TELEGRAPH
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
OLD PHONE 59g.
ground.
McGrathiana
farm
located
at
was
streets, all necessary is to connect
NEW PHONE 334.
PAWCAH, KY.
Over at the Grief property op- with the intake which leads into the Government
Experimenting With through the kindness of the late Mar.
posite the fence is out farther than main sewer beneath Broadway. This
MachineSending Thirty
cus Daly, who desired to give him a
the property line, therefore encloses pre-arrangement for future sewering
Miles.
chance in the stud in Kentucky. After
some of the public pavement ground, obviates the necessity of digging up
the death of Daly the horse was sold
and has to go back also.
Washington, May 2.&.—.Officers as- at the dispersal sale of the Bitter
the bitulithic on Broadway when the
As the contractors go along with side street work is attached to the signed to the bureau of equipment Root Stud, and was purchased by
It seems to be pretty well unde rstood that if you don't find
ot the navy have under observation Michael Murphy for $4,000, and is
their excavations for the new side- main piping.
what you want in new books, 1 ate music or fine stationery on
a "pocket wireless telegraph- device now in Philyadelphia.
walks, they are notifying the owners
Broadyay you can always find it at
having awnings in front of their
which, they believe, when worked out
u ill be capable of' accurate service Han Francisco's Bank Arr.cag the.
places, to prop the awnings up so
Cities.
they will not fall when the ground is
over an arc of thirty miles, while
weighing not more than two pounds.
In population, San 1Francsco. be dug out for the walks underneath.
Just So. Why not call on us at first and save time, money and
(Continued From Page One.)
The apparatus as now planned in- fore the earthquake, Ito .11 ninth
Only at a few places thus far have
temper.
eludes a collapsable balloon on thin among the cities of tit. United
the fences been found out upon pubtook the steamer George J. Cowling .rubber or
lic property, but wherever this exists,
similar material, capable of United States, according to the cenwhich came here
with them, and being inflated into
all will have to be set back by the
an obloid three sts of Iwo, which credited her with
then proceeded on up the Tennesfeet across its greater diameter. The 3442.782 inhabitants, a figure which
property owner, else the fence comes see
river. Only a few got off here,
hydrogen gas will be produced by a had probably grown considerably to
down under direction of the city
remaining until the boat came back
patent compact cartridge, which is cxceed aoo,000 at the time r.,i the disengineer and contractor.
out of the
Tennessee late in the
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
lig ht of weight and occupies little aster. Her position as the metropoafternoon. All were then taken back
space. It'is estimated that this bat. lis of the Pacific coast, however, and
their
to Metropolis, from whence
I will support two hundred feet her importance as a seaport. entitled
train carried them again to Carbonof fine copper wire to act as an her to a much higher rank. Regular
dale .
antennae. At the ground will be a lines of steamships connect the city
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
"detector,"
not larger than the bowl with Japan, China, Austria, New ZcaBuilding purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS
ITALIAN GIRL WHO KILLED
land, the Philippines, Mexi.:o, and the
Rowley and Turley Waived ExamURE AND THEN RETAINS 11S WHITENESS; does not beHER AUNT AND UNCLE or a corncorb pipe. The sender will
be of the same size, and the whola Central and South Ametaan ports.
come dark and discolored.
ination—Mitchell Dismissed and
apparatus can be packed in the case lhe shipments of treasu:e, wheat.
Treatment
When
Describes
Brutal
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
Tyler Held Over.
liquors and lumber and tie receipts
oi 4x5 snap-shot camera,
She Was a Child and the Inof tea, sugar and coffee are especidignities Heaped Upon
ally large. Great shipbuilding, sugar
THE
LID
Her.
Denis Rowley and Bartlett Turley,
refining, packing and canning intercolored boys, were held to the circuit
Meropotig. csts are—or were—centered in the
New York, May 24.—Mrs. Gule- May Go On In Kenton
court grand jury by Judge Sanders
SOLE AGENT, macro TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
city. The value of its manufactures
in the police court yesterday morn- scppe Terranova, charged with the
Cincinnati,
0.,
was
$134,000,000.
May
24.—As
the
rein
'goo
ing on the charge of snatching the murder of her aunt and uncle, took sult of Gov. Beckham's letter to
San Francisco received its present
purses of Mrs. Sue
Hodge, Mrs. the stand in her own behalf Tuesday. Barth, Covington and Kenton county name in 1847, when It waa an inconcame
The defendant said that she
Haze'ham and Mrs. Flowers,
may have the lid movement. Mayor siderable village. It sprang into imlatter purse being taken Saturday to this country when eight years old, Beach yesterday said he believed the portancc in the gold rush of 1849, its
evening and the two others Sunday going to live with her uncle and letter to Barth should apply without population in that year increasing
night*. Tile boys waived examina- aunt, the Raggios.
personal
notice, to mayors of all from 1,000 to 20,000. In 186o it had
tion ind let the matter go over to "Did not go t;) church or school," towns in the state. He added, how- grown to 0,802; in 187o
to 149.473;
the grand jury. They have confes- she said, "for seven years after I ever, that the "lid" movement in Coy1880 to 233,939; in ifloo to 298,997.
in
sed to taking the books by running came to America. My uncle and aunt inpoon would be difficult, because of
The eight cities which h. -e a large:would not let me. I wanted to go. the towns of West and Central Covup and snatching them.
•1
number of inhabitants than San Fran•
Gray Woodward was lined $20 and I did evorything—washing, scrubbing, ington, Ludlow, Bromley and lAtonia
ciseo,' according to the last census,
there being right on the outskirts of the
everything—and
sometimes
costs for a breach of the peace.
3 Horse Power Motor.
are:
William Mitchell, colored', charged were ten, eleven and sixteen board city. and Newport across the Licking,
r 3 Horse Power Motor.
New York
3,437,202
with 'stealing mantels from the John era in the house."
and that any "lid" movement should Chicago
x 3% Horse Power Motor.
1.698,575
K. Hendrick home on Broadway, "Do you remember one winter be general. He said he would ask
HOTS! Power Motor.
Philadelphia
.
.
1.293.697
was dismissed, it developing 'that a morning when you were about eleven for a conference with Kenton circuit
r
to
Horse Power Motor.
Louts
St.
575.238
negro named Richard Tyler, whom and a half years old?" she was and county judges, the county and
I 200 Light Dynamo.
Boston
560,892
Mir. Hendrick had working at the asked.
commonwealth attorneys and the
Baltimore
508,957
home, sold Mitchell the articles the
The girl repeated that she did, that sheriff to decide upon a united course
Cleveland
latter took to Rittaaff's second hand her aunt had taken her to the uncle's of action.
Buffalo 352,387
More where he was employed. Tyler .room that day.
Sunday statutes have never been
—Leslie's Weekly.
was arrested on the charge of grand
closing
saloons
here
save
by
observed
here
"That iswhat I am on trial
larceny and held to the grand jury. about," she said.
their front doors.
rat-123 North Fourth Street.
Worry Over Little Things.
William Schmidtt. the Mayfield
Mayor Beach's statement will creAs the girl told of her uncle's
People who life footprints on the
road gardener, was arraigned on the treatment a uman spectator fainted, ate a sensation here, as the populacharge of stealing the
from J. and the court proceedings were in- tion is largely foreign, and favors sands of time .1‘latt wear themselves
over terrupted by the resulting commo- most liberal iterpretation of Sunday out worrying Over the little things.
case
con
,
tinued
S. iNolen, and th-e
the
t
inconsequential things of life.
until nextt Monday. Schmidtt came tion. The girl hesitated in giving he,
. laws. County Attorney Tracy said he
The
man who stops every few mincases
goods
to town yesterday to sell 'his
testimony, saying
that she was stood ready to prosecute all
on his stand at the market and on
presented to him. However, he ad- ines to take the sand out of his shoes
for Gov. Beckham while traveling Ides road will never
the warrant being served upon hitn
She said that her aunt had forced ded that not even
himself into a police arrive anywhere. Don't worry over
there, readily gave bond for his aptern
would
he
her to obey her uncle, and had beatThere ir
and search the county for vio- the little things in life.
pearance.
en her, breaking a stick during o ne officer
statutes. He said that neither happiness, honor nor glory in
of
the
lators
of the whippings and making the
BENEFIT SOCIAL.
it was up 'to Sheriff Davison, who it—Eldorado (Kan.) Republican.
witness so sick that she went to bed.
would have a Herculean task.
The girl sad that she was never
Ladies' Society of Firemen's Brother- permitted to play with other children,
11111111111111111W
KENTUCKY BRED
hood Will Give Benefit.
and was forbidden to talk English
or associate with the boarders in the
HORSES IN EVIDENCE
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND
THE
CHOICEST
The members of the Ladies'Society house. She said she was wanted to
STYLES FOR SMART TAI LORING THE MARKETS AFKentucky was *ry much in evifor the Brotherhood of Locomotive go to heir mother, but was not perFORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
dence in the decision of the BrookFweman of this city are preparing for mitted to.
lyn handicap last Ivilonday, the three
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
an ice cream social to Sc given next
WE
CLOTHES. WE STAND FOR EVERY
GARMENT
placed horses in the rich stake all
Tuesday evening at 3isi
North SURGEON LEAVES
TURN OUT.
NO VISIBLE SCAR being foaled and raised in their trainTwelfth street, the proceeds to be
ing stage, in old Kentucky. Tokalon.
sent to San Francisco sufferers.
Will bring pleasure to your
The ladies have arranged for a Important Advance Made by • Un- the winner, was bred at the McGraMilton
Young.
named
Physician
in
London.
Col.
thiana
Stud
of
home during the long summost charming affair that will be
who also bred the Metropolitan
liberally patronized by everybody, he
evenings. They are runmer
New York, May 23.—A cable dis- handicap winner. Grapple; Dantielion,
ertire public being cordially welning now at our store Come
patch to a morning paper from Lon- the second horse In the, big race was
comed to attend.
das says: Some of the, hospitals here foaled at the Beaumont farm of H.
in and hear them. Then
are employing for operations an un- P Headley. while The Picket, who
Special Rates to Nashville, Tenn.
V
f a
you'll Want one. Big select
Special Rates to Nashville, Tenn. named surgeon who has perfected a captured the shprt end of the big
of
day
at
without
light
method
of
skin
incising
the
stake,
the
records.
first
saw
tion
of
via Nashville,
Chattanooga & St
the Waldeck Steil of Middleton &
Lotus Railway; •Mav zoth to 26th leaving a visible scar.
Ifis success is mainly attributed tfit Junglught, in Jefferson county, near
1906, account J. W. Thomas Memori
his skill and experience, but his
al Festival.
$5.25 for round trip which includes method is based on the practice of
i. W. Fuller, of Fort Worth, Tex.,
.1
..cme admission to anditorinm.
cutting the skin slantwise, instead of owner of the winner, purchased hint
JEWELERS.
W. L. trANLEY, G. P. A. right angles to the surface. He uses as a yearling, and Col. Young has
.1130 SOUTHITHIRDIST.
PADUCAW4C1Nashville, Tenn.
'hollow-ground scalpels, made after since sold her dam, Enid, and at last
\ 403 Broadway. _
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At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles

GUY NANCE

Undertaker and Embalmer,

WHYL NOT COME TO US AT FIRST'.

Teachership

Harbour's Book Department.

Harbour's Department, Store

'YOUTHFUL PURSE
SNATCHERS ON TRIAL

Green River Stone

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.

We have on hand
For Sale:

I

FOREMANBROS.
Novelty Works.

$r2;t

Sprit%
Our Handsome
Wet
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY

l

An Edison
Phonograph

Dicke & Black,

516 Broadway.

Warren & Warren

MERCHANT 'TAILORS:

MAIM EIMER & CO.
9

Undertakers and Eiribairners,
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CB COULTER Atthe Ch.urches
PASSED AWAY
t•

Rev. A. C. Illten of the German
church on South Fourth
Lutheran
ONE OF STATE'S MOST PROM,
street will. not conduct any preaching
NENT AND RESPECTED
tomorrow morning in the city, as he
goes to the county to preach. In the
MEN.
cvening his theme in the city church
will be The Great Sufferer." Sunschool services occur at 9:3o
day
Has Occupied Responsible Positions
o'clock tomorrow morning.
In Public Life Ever Since He

lily. The preaching tomorrow and
..c.ther days of next week will be at
the regular hours.
Grace Episcopal.

Rector David Wright of Grace
Episcopal church fills his pulpit tomorrow morning and afternoon at the
regular hours.

North Twelfth Mission.
First Christian.
Sunday schbol services will be
Sunday school and communion services will be held tomorrow morn- held at 3 o'clock tomorrow aftering
at the usual hours at the first noon at the North Twelfth street
o'clock
Yesterday morning at 6:20
Baptist mission.
church.
hristian
-ilionT kitts-C-ottiter--expteed- at-his- home
lin Mayfield after a lingering illness
"The Strength of The Weak" will
Young People's Society.
tof two weeks with rheumatism of the
the
be
society
of
People's
preached on tomorrow morning
Young
The
heart. His condition had been pre.earious for the past week, an death Tenth street Christian church will by Rev. W. E. Cave at the First
ret...:t tomorrow evPoirio. at 7 o'clock, Presbyterian church. He has not yet
expected at any moment.
and
all are earnestly requested to be chosen his evening subject.
was
born
in
August t5th, 1861 he
Subject, "Temperattendance.
in
Eltifershall county, and when eleven
Trimble Street Methodist.
ance."
years old moved to Mayfield with his
Rev. R. E. Brassfield was greeted
father, the late C. C. Coulter, a
with interested and large sized audiGerman Tyangslical.
prominent stock raiser.
When a
German services will be held to- ence's last evening and yesterday
young man the deceased served as
Evangelical morning at
the Trimble street
deputy in the county clerk and cOr- morrow morning at the
cult clerk's office for a number of church on South 'Fifth street, while Methodist church. Services will be
years. In 1886 he was elected cir- in the evening Rev. William Bour- held this morning and evening at
cuit clerk and continued in office un- coin speaks in the English language, the usual hours, while tomorrotv
morning he r preaches on "Peter's
til 18g2, when he retired; practiced upon "Ambassadors of Christ."
Confessiain" and at the evening hour
law until ago, when he became a
on "Prodigal Son."
Not Yet Decided.
candidate for state auditor on the
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton expects to
Democratic ticket, and captured the
Junior Warden.
remain in the city through this week
important office.
has
not
The
he
Junior
as
next,
Warden Missionary sopossibly
and
The deceased is survived by his
widow, who was Miss Hestor An- definitely concluded his plans for the eiety of the Broadway Methodist
rest, church will meet this afternoon at
derson, daughter of the late Hon. future. He is getting a good
evangelistic 4 o'clock with Miss 'Jessie Byrd of
his
resums
shortly
but
Irving Anderson. Three daughters
1043 Trimble street.
Business of
also survive, they being Augusta. tours over the country.
importance
comes
up
in
connection
Atli)
, and
Birdie Coulter.
One
with the missionary convention her('
Cumberbmd Presbyterian.
brother is County , Clerk H. A. Coul
Rev. Eshman of the Cumberland next month, therefore it is urgently
ter of Graves county, another E. R
church returned yester- requested that every member he pref.
Presbyterian
Coulter of Idaho, while Miss Addie
Ill., where he has ent
Decatur.
from
day
Coulth of Mayfield is his only sisgeneral conferattending
the
been
ter.
Grand Singing Day.
The deceased was one of the state's ence of the C. P. church of the
The
promoters
morning
of the chautauqua
Tomorrow
States.
United
most prominent men, and a large
-delegation from outside cities passed he will fill the pulpit and also again that occurs next Month are preparing to have one big singing day, with
through this morning at 4 o'clock ir the evening.
everybody in from the county. Rev.
en route to attend the funeral, which
William Bourquin of the Evangelica7
Third Street Methodist.
occurs at to o'clock with interment
church
of South Fifth is president
Fields
Peter
Rev.
evening
Last
following in the city cemetery there.
v. A. F. Pettie of the Baptist filed the pulpit at the Third street of the County Sunday school associach
h preaches the sermon, while Methodist church protracted meet- tion, and the chautauqua people
there have furnished him with copies of
the h rial will be under auspices of ing. No services will be held
songs that will be sung during the
tonight.
be
will
afternoon,
but
this
the Masons.
Fields gathering here, and sometime during
Dr.
morning
Tomorrow
speaks on "Pentecostal Converts" the ten days hundreds will come in
and at night on "Pentecostal Re- trom the rural districts to help in
the grand singing.
vivals."
Was a Young Man.

Exceptions In
the Rose Suit
(Continued From Illirst Page.)
Executed Bond.

S

•

City Missions.
Rev. T. J. Owen. pastor of the city
missions, will tomorrow morning
preach at the Methodist church on
Guthrie avenue at 11 o'clock, while
at 2:30 o'clock in the afternoon Sunday school services will be held
there. At the afternoon hour Childen's Day will he celebrated, while at
night the minister preaches again at
7:45 o'clock.

J. T Nortielt was the formei
street car conductor charged with
getting Henry A. Douglas of South
Third street to cash a worthless
check drawn upon a Carrsville, (Livingston
county) bank.
He came
clear of that accusation on trial. He
Broadway Methodist
was being held for trial of the charge
of getting Frank Rodfus, grocer of
Rev. F.. J. Newell of the Broadway
Fifth and Jackson streets, to cash Methodist church will tomorrow
a similar check, both of which had morning and evening deliver serthe name of a woman named Cow- mons on the subject "A Voice from
vett attached to it.
His trial for the Church, as Represented During
the 'mit charge does not come up the Birmingham, Ala., General Con.
until. next fall.
retureed the first i)f
fere‘.ce " I
Norfleet is the man who escaped th'• week trom Mckenzie and Mem.from the coumy jail some months phis, Tenn., where he stopped over
ago, but was recaptured at Clarks- while en route from, the conference.
tville, Tenn., at the home of relatives, and brought back here for imEast Baptist Church.
prisonment.
This evening a large and entertaining harmony singing will be con'Too Much Hard and
ducted at the East Baptist church in
Dangerous Work for Him. Mechanicsburg. At that time all
Owingsville, Ky., May 23.—Press those there will practice for the
Juckson, this county, for the past ten Southern Harmony singing to be
years deputy United States marshal conducted tomorrow at Benton,
for Eastern Kentucky counties, sent when thousands of people will as, semble from the surrounding counin his resignation, on account of to)
ntuch hard and dangerous womb.
try, being the annual gathering of
During his term he traveled continthis nature.
uously, destroyed hundreds of moonshine st'lls, thousands of gallons of
At the Littleville chapel tomorrow
spirits, made thousands of risks, had morning Sunday school services will
many bloody battles with moonshinbe held at 9:30 o'clock, while at 7:30
ers, killed one desperado and wound- o'clock in the evening, a protracted
ed several others.
meeting will be started by Rev. Wise
of Ruskin, Tenn., who is now in the
*
Kentucky Fair Dates.
city for that purpose. He will conHarrodsburg, August 7-4 days.
-ancaster, u y 1
3 says.
fling next week, and the following
•Cynthiana, August 1-4 days
week. Rev. Owen started his reDanville, August 1-3 days.
vival at the Guthrie avenue church
Cruthrie, August 231-3 days
last Sunday and is holding worship
Florence, August 29-4 days.
twice daily, in the afternoon and
Paris, September 4-5 days.
evening.
Hustonville, July 25-3 days.
Vancebiirg. August 15-4 days
Tenth Street Christian.
Columbia, August 21-4 days.
Rev. B. W. Bass of the Tenth
'Madisonville, July 31-5 days.
Weer Christian church will tomorFern Creek, August 14-4 days.
row morning deliver no sermon with
Springfield, August 23-3 days.
a special subject, but confine his
Bardstown, August 29-4 days.
remarks to what transpired during
the Sunday school and mislionary
Judge W. D. Holt Passes Away. convention of the 'Christian church at
Cloverport, Ky.. Islay 24 —Judge
Murray, Ky., for the past week, it
VVIashingson D. 'Holt died at
closed there Thursday and
having
o'clock yesterday at his home :3a0t
in by Himself and
participated
was
"Holt" at the age of sixty-one years.
:He suffered a stroke of paralysis a ninny others from here. Tomorrow
number._of years, ago and since that night he will speak on "True Retime had two similar strokes, the last ligion."
a short time ago. For two weeks he
Mechanicsburg Revival.
Its sbeen in a very critical condition,
unfit Il hopes for his .recoveey had
itev. W. J. Hudspeth of Hopkinsbeen abandoned for several days.
vine went to his home from the
Murray meeting and is expected
J. H. Beauchatrip.
here today, so that tomorrow he
Lexington, Ky., May 24.—J. H. can resume the revival at the
MeBeauchamp, a prominent attorney chanicsburg Christian church, it havand confederate veteran, died at his ing been temporarily discontinued
itear-btra._-niter_ . lingering last Sunday in. order that he and Dr.
innees
s could go to the Murray assemi
•
,

First Baptist.

Rev. Calvin Thompson of the First
Ilaptsit church will deliver a sermon
tomorrow morning on "Soul Winning." His evening topic has not been
fully decided upon.
Last Sunday
people had to be turned away from
this church, on account of there not
being enough room for them, to
hear the new minister's initial sermons, but arrangements have been
made whereby seats will be had for
everyone tomorrow evening, and the
public is cordially invited to attend.
Mrs. Rev. Cheek has moved from
the Baptist church parsonage to the
Ed L. Atkins home on North Sixth
street. Dr. Thompson's family will
not come here until next September,
t; join him.
Several Conversions.
Rev. T. J Owen has had several
conversions at his revival being conducted in the Guthrie avenue Methodist church, where last night he
preached on "The Sin or Blasphemy
of The Holy Ghost." Tomorrow
morn:ng at 10:30 o'clock the organization of this new congregation will
be penfected.
Third Street Church.
"The Young Man Who Carne to
Christ Seeking Eternal Life" was
spoken on last evening by Rev.
Peter Fields at the Third Street
Methodist church, where several conversions were effected.
Crops Need Rain.

Smith Grove, Ky., May 24—Rain
is badly needed here to start the
crops to growing, which arc backrd
arr'nuro ta-4,144-4644--waiithas
of a few weeks back Tobacco plants
are late, and not over half a crop
be set. Fruit is thin and promises to be fine. Wheat is in good
shape, but the oats crop is below the
average. Corn has come up badly,
and much will have to be replanted.
The gardens are in bad condition.
NEW KENTUCKY INDUSTRIES.
The

Weekly Review
the Following New Kentucky Industries.

Tradesmen's

Gives

Ilopkinsville—Woolen
$50,000
flouring mill.
Covington—Stoo,000 distillery.
Lexjnerton---$roo,ocio ice factory.
L.ouisville—$2oo,000 building company; $too,000 refringerating company; $20,000 trung factory.
Ashland—Oil company.

ROOF THAT YOU
NEVER CAN
The artistic structure of TELL
soap that
the storekeeper was building only
lacked a few dozen cakes of completion, but that necessitated the opening of a new box, and the architect,
after a lingering look of pride on his
work, went to the back room &Stet
the cold chisel. At that moment Bud
Jones entered the store and, with a
sidelong glance and
in at Washington Hancock, pulled out the key cake
of the arch and fled, whooping with
delight at the ruin that strewed the
counter and the floor.
"It's too doggone bad, Bute," said
Hancock, consolingly, to the storekeeper. "I don't reckon he knowed
that 2_7151,1'd _been all mornin'
up. He jest allowed he'd have a little
sport with you. There ain't no real
harm in Bud an' casein' never done
no good to nobody, nohow."
"If he don't come to be hung I miss
my guess," said the sturaecper,
wrathfully.
"You don't know," said Hancock.
reformer.
"He might make a good
Ma's give you a chanst to make a
right smart better dofunny than you
had afore. If he hadn't been aakeered
✓ you he might have told you how to
build it up again. No sir-ee, you can't
never tell what a boy is goin' to turn
out nor what his raisin' is goin' to
do for him. Jever hear of Gosport
Scubberly T"
"No, nor I don't want to," replied
the storekeeper as he began to pick
up the scattered soap.
"You don't know until you do hear
about him," said Hancock, equably.
"Yon prob'ly think he's a new brand
o' prunes, but he ain't He's a prosrrous citizen, an' I remember the time
when it was the gen'ral opinion that
he'd never amount to a hill o' beans.
bud Jones is worth a ten-acre lot full
o' boys like Gos Scubberly uster be,
an' Gos owns a right smart o' real
estate in San Francisco an' draws a
tarry that 'ud make your mouth
water. Uster be runnin' around barefoot right in this village."
"It's the smart ones what eta out
of it," remarked the storekeeper.
"Gos wasn't smart," said Hancock.
"He was about as ornery an' triflin' a
boy as ever gladdened •fond mother's
heart. He wasn't enough of an Wit
to put in the state asylum, but he
did'nt lack much of it He was as
homely as a mud fence an' as lazy as
—as Marve Parsons, there. His mother jest kep' him out o' school an'
didn't do a single thrill' thing but feed
him up an' make over him—'specially
feed him up. He was hog fat. Didn't
do nothin' but eat an' sleep. Nobody
blamed him, either, for Ws' itieubberly
was a little the best cook that ever
drew the breath o' life in ktissoura.
"She was a widder woman an' Gosport was all the young one she had.
Scubberly left her a good farm an
she sold it an' bought mortgages an'
lived in town. She took a notion that
Goa was delikit an' wasn't likely to
live long an' she hardly let him out
of her sight.
Scub"Well, as I was sayin',
berly was a No. 1 cook. She could
make waffles that 'ud jest melt In
your mouth, an' make pies that if
you wunst tasted 'em you'd never feel
right satisfied with pie ever after, an'
she'd take herbs an' flavorin's an'
seasonin's an' do things to chickens
an' turkeys an' butcher's meat that
you'd never dream could be done to
'em. She made a little garden out
back of the house an' raised all Manner of garden truck an' she was all
the time lookin' around in the stores
for suthin' good or studyin' up receipts in the paper for anthill' new
that she reckoned might tempt Gosport' dellklt appetite.
"An' sure enough, his appetite did
git to be delikit. His vittles had to
be about jest so for him to eat 'em
at all. He'd pick at this an' dab at
that an' there was too much flavorin'
in 'tother an' too little in anthill' else
You never seen nothin' like it. An'
all the time folks was sayin' what
would become o' Gosport when he
growed up, him never (loin' a lick or
gettln' any sense or gumption. They
fin'ly got to ta.lkin' to the widder about
it, an' they did get her sorter skeered,
so she pinched an' skimped herself
to lay up a little money for Gos. But
she didn't skimp him none. She
cooked an' put up presetves an'
mnrall_eliar. an: _worked hart
der'n ever in the garden.
"Fin'ly when Gos was about 20 years
old she give up an' died.'
"What did the boy do then" asked
the storekeeper.
"Looked around for a place to
board," said Hancock. "She'd left hies
clost on to $10,000, an' he tried to
buy suthin' to eat with it. But there
wasn't nothin' in town fit, so he took
a steamer one day an' went down the
river. We all 'lowed he'd be back in
a year broke an' ready for plain hog
an' hominy, but he wasn't."
"Speculated with the $10,000?"
queried
ns.Hancock. "He spent
Ireaprl7ed
it all an' then got a good job. Wen.
melons Stevens came back from San
Francisco an' said he seen Gosport
there. Ho was taster for a big tea
house. They said he had the finest
palate in the whole trade. He's still
main' money on that palate. Omen',
fat an' lazy an' ign'rant as ever, but
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CENT IS ALL IT WILL COST YOI

-_,-, writ* (..i. our big FREE
cahoots,.
sikowiar the moo complete BICYCLE
line cf hi. -.-,4e
BIC YCLIDS,

and SUNDRIES at rip'
IBELOW any other manufactumTIRES
or dealer in the wor:d.

*

•

DO NOT BUT A BICYCLE

from 4Pa
at any
on any kind of terns, until you have received our complete
Fre. Cats,
Logue, illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and
low-grad.
bicycles, old patterns and latest models,and learn of our remarkable
PRICES and wonderful new off's= made possible by selling from LOSS
factory
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
tor aim ON'ippon:01/AL mahout a cent drkosa', Pay the Freight
anti
allow 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms which
uo othm
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much
vale
able information by simply writing us• postal.
We need a Maw avast in every tows and can offer
to make money to suitable young men who apply at once. an opportunits

0PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES
"
LY

Rz-,gaslap Primo $
$8.50 per pair.
To fortrodesos
Wo Will Soil
You a Sa
Pale for 11
=
1
1;

$4.80

.80

NAILS, TACKS
OR GLASS
WON'T LET
OUT THE All
(CARO WiT1.1 ORDEN sees)

NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-

Noises
think rubbers tread
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
"A^ and panstere strips “IS"
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
sad .11)." lofts sins strip 'IV
be vulcanized like any other tire.
to provisat slim matting. Thlii
Use will statism any elbow
Two Hundred Thoosand pairs wove Is Wool ow Over
anakts—SOFT, RLASTIC and
Swenty-nve rammed pairs sold lad par.
NAST ILIDINGI.
111110NPRIP770N1 Wade in all shies. It is lively and easy Mises, very dusaisie and Used in..ide
with
wi a special

quality of rubber, which never becomes porous and which closes up mall punctures
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from sement matenats
stating
that their tires have only been pumped up once or twice in•whole season. They weigh no =sre
the,
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several layers
of taus, specially
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Back"sensation commonly felt when ridingoaasphatt
or soft roads is overcame by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air frau bring
iqueesed out between the tire and the road thus overcooling all suction. The regular price of
thews
tires is illyo per pair. but for advertising purposes we are making•medal f
to the rider
al only jallo per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received We statiltpc'grg.ceon
spprosat.
You do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.
We will allow& cash discount of 5 per cent (thereby making the price S4.55 per pair) if you
lend
FULL cans WWII ORDER and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one
nickel
plated brass hand pump and two Sampson metal puncture closer
full paid orders (these metal
puncture otomera to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or hey gashes). Tires to be
returned
at OUR expense if foe any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly reliable and mosey sant to us is as safe as in • bank. Ask your Postmaster,
Maker, Rupee= or Freight Agent or the iklitor of this paper about us. If you order a pair ol
them tires, you will find-that they will ride easier. run rioter, wear better, last longer and look
Seer than say tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be mo well
pleased
that when you want•bicycle you will give us your order. We want yen to send us •small
trial
order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
built-op-wheola saddles, pedals, parts and repairs, ant
00AiiirnEWBRAKES. everything In the bicycle line•re sold hy Us at half thousual
pekes charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue.
but write us • postal today. DO NOT THINK OF BUYING,.
bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the new as
woaderfoi offers we are making. It only costs•postal to learn everything. Write
it NOW. ,

DO Swill W

MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Deptio"J L" 011101110, ILL
54".

Good Morning!
i a
Did you swallow your share of dust last night?

full line of

Garden Hose, Nozzels,Sprinkling Sled*
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.

•

EdD.Hannan
Both Phones 20I.

132 S011th Fourth St., 325 Kentucky A7411211e.

Paducah Transfer Company
(Incor 6orawita

General Cartage
Selling Kisses for San Francisco •
d yincroneey.'
"ThWell
lbaig
by him,
ma
e
The Seaford (Del.) girls are sell- after all, then," commented the storeing kisses at a dollar each for the keeper. "He'd probly have been on Superior Facilities for
benefit of the San Francisco suffer- the county if she hadn't edgercated
'Handling Freight, Machinery
ers. No wholesale rates quoted; no
Hancock.
know,"
said
te."
11111Palani
do
9
goods exchanged; everything C. 0.
And Household Goods.
D., without privilege of examination. thoughtfully. "He might hare done,
torah!. well IreePin' atora."—Chloalo
—New Yirk Commercial.
Daily News..._

Business,
Office
2nd and Monroe
Both 'Phones

P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

..itt'r71Ftt.k.

leiseetteasallionietoseiseeeee
4"1•44+++++++++++++++++.11•41.
year after the act goes into effect. conneotion with the 'deal. There hag 4
The ordinance governing the sew- been a radical change in the general
OTHER COUNTRIES
er inspector was passed in 1898, and council's position on the saloon quesHEARD FROM. +
almost every section of it is in cop- tion. and' the people are 'entitled to
PUBLISHED few THE
REGISTER rinWISPAPER CO. fliot with the charter. The same is know what caused the change.
+4.01-leteleaielea+S-ae-le-alet-e-4.4-a-Helele
(Incoroc.,rated)
also true in regard to the ordinance
A resident and taxi-payer of MeAt Register Itallang, 523 droadway. covering the wharves and market
The Lid.
(Henderson Journal.)
the chanicsburghas a communicationeio
creating
ordinance
The
house.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
The lid is on in Louisville,
office of market master, though pas- this issue of The . Register on the
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
The lid is on so tight,
'Island
Creek bridge, and it has the
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary. sed in 1902 merely refers to the
You cannot get a Sunday drink—
"original ordinance," which also con- right ring to it. If there was no
Unless you eat a bite.
Entered at the postoffice of Padubusiness for the street railway in
charter.
the
with
flicts
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
Rotten!
Seetion 3119 of the charter plainly Mechanicsburg it would not go there
NEW(Louisville
Times.)
$5.so states that the board of public works if the city gave the company a
One Year
present
be
will
to
Times
glad
The
2.50
Six Months
shall supervise "the constracting, al- bridge, and' on the other hand as the a prize to the first Kentucky news1.25
Three Months
and managing of oil business is there, the company will paper that refrains from remarking SO WELL ..PLEASED
OLDWITH
.ro tering, repairing
One Week
Culverts, sewers," certainly extend its lines. At this that the Tennessee preacher, whi was
wharves,
bridges,
DRAWINGS WERE THE
* and "the issuing of per- time it is trying to work the city for rotten-egged for saying that the
Anyone failing to receive this paper -etc. *
OFFICIALS THAT NO
bad
letter,
in
dead
be
a
is
must
Bible
regularly should report the matter to mits for connecting with anl gas, a bridge, and has gotten several, peowith
Stie-_congregation.
once.
CHANGES WERE
The Register office at
ple in that suburb 'excited over a
water or sewer pipe."
phone Cumberland 318.
threat
not
to
.
ORDERED
go
there
city
of
board
thk
if
Section 3124, states the
Heaven His Home.
does
not
.)
build
a
(Kentuckian-Citizen
bridge.
A
connumber
public works "shall have charge,
appretrol and supervision of the city's gas, of people in Mechanicsburg have al- "Here is a minister who
recent editor- 1- Private Electric Light and Water
editor.
the
a
At
ciates
ready
paid
a
for
roadbed by building
electric light works, wharves, parks
ial convention he offered the follow
Plant Will be Installed in
streets and it is safe to wager that
and market houses."
ing toast: 'To save an editor from
the
when
the Ground*.
line
does extend into, that starvation, take his paper and pay for
Saturday Morning, May 26, 1e06.
These sections of the charter seem
section
that
'the company will take it promptly. To save him from
to make it clear that the general
council cannot exercise any power particular pains to keep on improved bankruptcy, advertise in his paper
Some Law On the Contention.
The justices of the peace of this
1:berally. To save him from despair
It is but natural that in discussing properly belonging to the executive streets.
him every item of news of city. and county, ydterday afternoon
send
It' is just like the writer from Methe difference of opinion that exists department; that all ordinances must
which you can get hold. To save him during their meeting at the county
company from profanity write your correspon- cour house adopted the plans for the
betwcen the board of public works be made to conform to the charter chanicsburg says, if the
business of dence plainly on one side of the handsome poor farm building to be
and the general council in regard to within one year from the time the does not consider the
constructed upon the ground recentthe meaning of the charter, persons act takes effect or all ordinances in- that suburb worth going after,it will sheet and send it in as early as posly purchased for this purpose, four
mistakes
from
him
save
To
ethic.
not familiar with the facts are lia- consistent with the charter become only be a matter of time befort a
miles from the city on the road pasonly
the
are
him.
bury
people
Dead
OFFICER THOMAS SAiNiDERS
null and void; and that the board of company will build a tine from Tyler
ble to be in, error.
sing through Wallace park, and near
ones who never make mistakes.'"
DRIVING
FOUND
MAN
Mt. Kenton cemetery. The magisThe board of public works does public works is vested with the pow- to Broadway.
POOR
HORSE.
not feel aggrieved and in its letter er to supervise, manage and control
FORMER BANKERS INDICTED trates were so well pleased with the
The court of appeals Thursday. by
drawings and specifications that they
to the genertl council it disclaimed all wharves, market houses and sewIngesting
Judge Nunn, affirmed the Kenton Copartners of Defunct Teis, Smith & adopted them without
any desire to exercise any right or ers. As the genereal council asshows the Ordered Beast Home and Kept
any changes, which
circuit court in Merchants' Police &
Co. Held As Embezzlers.
power conferred Upon that body by sumes the right to select or appoint
Off the Street For Two
draudihtsmen got up an exteltent plan.
District Telegraph company vs. CitiIn accepting the drawings, the fisthe charter, and politely insisted up- the men in charge or those utilities,
Weeks.
hundred
25.---One
May
Ill.,
Pekin,
zen's Telephone company. The apmagison the exercise of its own rights in a conflict of authority at once arises
and twenty-five indictments were re- cal court, comprising the
impellee sought to restrain appellant turned
this afternoon by the Taze- trates, ordered the architect to
the premises. This question it hoped and the question of where the aufrom operating a telephone line in well county grand jury against D. C. mediately advertise for 'bids from the
Mr. Thomas Sanders, the special
to see settled without recourse to thority "properly belongs" is the one
the city of Covington on the ground Smitit, Conrad Luppen, E. F. Unland contractors. All these propositions investigating officer for the Paducah
the courts, .but when one branch of the courts are called upon to decide.
from contracting firms shall be in Humane society, has his first case
that it had no franchise to operate and Henry Block, copartners 'of the
the architect's hands by June 15th,
the general council was so disThe general council is undoubtedly
manner
a telephone line over the streets of defunct bank of Teis, Smith & Co, at which time a special meeting will and disposed of it in such a
courteous to another department of the highest body in this city, but it
that he shows an Inclination to be
of embezzling funds.
charge
the
on
Covington. The courts sustain their
be held by the magistrates for the very lenient with parties who are
The bank closed April 2 with
the city government as to even re- derives its powers from the legislapurpose of opening the bids and treating animals cruelly. He desires.
contention.
liabilities of S000.000 and aescts of
fuse to give it a hearing there was ture, a still higher body, which also
decision the of $200,000. Deposits amounted to awarding the contract to the lowest to give everytxxly an dlpportunity to According to this
no other course open to a self-re- eseablishes the limitations beyond
bidder. After the work is awarded du what is right before entering any
East Tennessee Telephone company $37.4.000. The bank held stocks an4
itwill take until July tot for the conspecting bodY, but, to appeal to the which it can go; and by the same
has no right to do business in Padu- notes of the Pekin Plow company to tractor to commence work, which it prosecution against them.
courts. Nor is there any politics identical
instrument, the board of
The investigating officer was passthe amount of $264,000 and Cie valuacah, because it has no franchise.
is hoped to complete by late in the
ing Third and Broadway Thursday
in it, for the republican member of public works derives its powers, and
tion placed upon the plow company's fall.
afternoon, when along drove a colestate and material was less than
the boai'al of public works first sug- it is specifically set forth that one
Although it cannot be accurately
Several days ago the supreme
ored man with a horse that looked
opinion from branch of the city government can- court of Missouri decided that a man $25,000.
gested obtaining an
estimated, the authorities believe the
like it had not had a good tril'al for
The court fixed the bonds of the entire coat of
the new farm and
outside attorneys and the other two not exercise any power properly be- in a business transaction resorted tc
at
$35.000. buildings will be about $15,000. The months. The officer thought this was.
individual copartners
readily agreed with him. The ques- longing to another department. The misrepresentation, was guilty of ob which they furnished. The trials will
as good a case as any to start
court secured $8,000 for the old farm
Extion of politics has never entered the general council legislates, and the taming money under false pretenses be continued to the September term
so he halted the man
on,
in
take
will
it
therefore
and . buildings,
the
found
he
amining
the
.animal,
of
court.
board of public works.
board of public works- aelits in ex- and should be sent to the penitena'n additional $7,000 to fix up the new
all
lacerated
legs
frost
the
of
knees
The Register as a newspaper, and ecuting that which is ordained by tiary. The decision is respectfully
place.
had.
ALCOHOL
FREE
Mr. W. C. O'Bryan who bought f and skinned where the horse
not speaking for the board, will give the general council, and possesses referred to a certain slick citizen in
BILL
PASSED. she, old farm on West Tennesee'from exhausAon and weakness, fallthe public some law on . the subject. rights and prerogatives with which Paducah who says it is alright to
street, agrees to let the county con- en many time' op the streets,
file attorneys the general council has no authority skin a partner in business if be can. As Adopted by the Senate It Will Go
As we andeitininft
tinue ming it for the poor free of alighting ostite.knees, and badly inInto Effect Next Year.
for the board as soon as they read to interefere or to abrogate.
charge until October tee after which juring them.
Officer Sanders odd the man to
will he
rental
that part of'tlee charter defining the
AFTER THE DOGS.- t'"
Washington, May 25.—The free al- date a reasonable
his horse home, pet the anitake
will
Attempts
county.
the
charged
To The Register:
powers and dsties of the beird at
cohol bill passed the senate as rere for
new
in
mnal
the stable, keep him
the
A Very Pertinent Question.
be made, however, to get
Notice record of city officers being ported from the committee.
once reached the conclusion that the
so
well,.
him
feed
time
and
weeks
two
least
at
that
by
completed
license?
structures
dog
so good, what about the
The senate today passed the sosupervision and control of the mar"Wonder what the brewery owner- 100,000 in city unpaid.
paid for the so he could get a little life into him.
be
to
have
will
rent
no
railed free alcohol bill as it was reket house, wharves mad sewers car- ship had to do with shelving the sacompletion can- The officer warned the man that het
Pkase stir 'em up, regards
on old place, but if this
ported from the committee
line?"—Paducah
boundary
it is hardly would keep a strict lookout for him,
then,
by
effected
ried with it the right to appoint ev- loon
be
not.
SUBSCRIBER.
A
finance. The bill has already passed
Democrat.
News'one month and if he was caught with the horse'
over
he
will
it
ery officer or' employe in direct
the house, and amendments which probable
will hitched and working on the streets
county
the
therefore
to
thereafter,
question
the
cannot
answer
We
A MECHANICSBURG VIEW.
charge of those utilities, otherwise
the senate has adopted do not maway
the
in
much
out
be
to
have
for a period of two weeks, the ownee
It does not
those utilities vmuide not be under a certainty but we can say that the
mecnahis.eleurg, May 25. terially change its scope.
place to he aban- e. mild be arrested and given the limit
the
for
rent
of
not go into effect until January 1,
the coritrol of the board of public report on the streets as to the effect Daily Register.
f the law. Mr. Sanders told the'
doned.
intr. There was some debate on the
brewery
the
Mechanicsburg
for
negotiations
that
of
The citizens
plans call for a main building tiarky he ought to he punished now.
works. That is'sound reasoning.
The
and want a street car line 'extending from measure and the necessity for the for use of the keeper. and four smal- but that in order to start off leniently
There is, however, other law bear- had been on for some months
lyler to Broadway, but they do not emendments explained. Tie bill was ler structures connected with the and give all a chance, he would not
ing on the question. Section 3i341, that certain of the new owners some
want it .had enough to allow a cor- passed without division.
main building, one for white males, be arrested, but simply compelled ta.
of the charter of Paducah reads: weeks ago were of the opinion that poration to dictate terms or to give
one. for white females, one for color- feed the animal well.
''The government of said city shall a saloon district should be establish- it absolute control of streets and SUBWAY GIVES IN TO CITY ed males, and one for colored feThe negro promised faithfully to.
be divided into a legislative, an ex- ed so as to eliminate the outside sa- bridges.
males. A private electric light plant abide by the order of the officer,.
for S431,42g Sent Comptroller
A population of 2,500 and increas- Cheek
will be installed, also a private water whose power clothes him with auecutive and a judicial, department. loons that were said to have been
Metz to New ye %.
inan
be
must
certainly
rapidly
ing
the latter equipped with fire thority to make onybody do this,
plant,
No officer, of one of these depart- backed by the brewery,and that those
New York, May 45—C .nfronted by hoe(' and apparatus sufficient for use wherever it is found the animal is
Sucement to some company to exments shall exercise any power prop- people seeing that those places were
a
such
to
alternative of a law suit in which in case the buildings catch fire.
the
facilities
car
street
tend
being neglected and not fed properly belonging to either of the othe- to be legislated out of business con- suburb and it will be done, and the every item of its expenses apd ree:ly. After getting the calling down
rs, except in instances hereafter ez- cluded to sell the plant at a great crossing of Island Greek will not be ceipts would be exposed to the
BURNED TO DEATH.
Loin the officer, the man started for
sacrifice, and as soon as the trade at public expense, as the corporation searchlight the Interborotigh Rapid
pressely directed or permitted.
his home to do as directed.
will Transit Subway company practically
The general council is the Aegis- was consummated the organ of the newspapers would have it, bat
Girl,
be at the expense of some street car surrendered today and sent its check Lelah Johns, Sixteen-Year-Old
Real Estate Bargain.
htive department, and the board of new owners immediately proclaimed
correnny ishicli will be fortunate in for $431.420.e4 to Comptroller Mete
Injuries.
Her
of
Dies
abancouncil
general
would
the
that
exthe
a
is
of
works
branch
public
North East Corner Seventh and
procuring the right to cross the creek .as the first annual payment to the
district idea and end to occupy the public streets with c:ty on account of the subway. The
Clay, 4 room house, 4.t feet corner
ecutive department, and the charter don the saloon
gives the general grant licenses anyvehere in the city their tracks and which it will find 511101 represents the t per cent of the
in no instance
Louisville, May 25.—Miss Lelah, lot. House old. Bargain at $1600.
subway
the
when
due
esixteen-year- Centrally located.
bonds
city's
pretty
the
As
paying
Johns,
a
offered.
quite
investment.
were
protests
the
no
discharge
right
where
to
the
council
Agency
Johns, was Whittemore Real Estate
per cent.
5
earned
has
Frederick
doing
are
of
daughter
old,
The
organs
corporation
or
barromis
in
interested
not
are
we
works.
public
duties of the board of
Fraternity Building. Both 'phones
death yesterday at her
to
employers,
service
burned
their
valiant
for
Under the third. class charter, the breweries, we are not on the inside.
AND
835.
fether's farm in Taylor township,
and we admhe their perseverence, BIGELOW
mayor had a vote in the legislative But if the News-Democrat is real an- but we do not approve of false repreGOLL TOGETHER Harrison county. She was engaged
It doesn't pay to argue Congratu•
body and presided over the council, xintis to verify the tenth or falsity of sentation and the people of Meehan in burning some underbrush a short
At_Vint
s'1 wiW
net
In Prison's Identification Bureau.
clothing caught fire. She started to sensible than the other fellow and
in that elass the distributive, of pow- sh;oula interview the members of as a catspaw by these organs. We
25.—Henry
May
Kan.,
Leavenworth,
she reached the house let it go at that.—Chicago News.
the general council who are all want street car facilities, and want G. Golfe former cashier of the First run, but before
ers is very emphatic.
she fell, Her father, who had heard
the lines run so asnto accommodate
Section 3o6r. Tile generel council etanneh Republicans, like the sew
the people, but we do not want it National Bank of Milwaukee, serv- her screams, ran to her assistance,
shall have 'Power to pass, anodify; ownors of the btewery, and ascer- at the expenac of 'being dictated to ing a ten-year sentence in the fed- but her clothing was 'nearly burned
eral prison at Fort Leavenworth, was off and the flesh was baked to a
amend' and repent ell ordinances etc- tain velvet oattaed them' to change by a shark of a corporation.
today
assigned to work in the iden- crisp on her face and back.
She
teals, and proper for carrying into (rim. as itoon as the brewery RESIDENT AND TAX PAYER.
tification bureau. Frank G. Bigelow, lived only a few hours.
effect the pawns granted by thit chssurett 'betide.
former president of the bank, works
Unions Attack Gas Meters.
roe am pare, we knew that t
not; and •at4 ordianees, by-laws, steel
FRO6 CATCHERS.
Chicago, May 25.--Two ordinancee in the same department.
hitions and orders time In forte, not, opposition to and cause for suppres- are in process of preparation by atinconsistent with, this act. are 'here- sion of, the, outside saloons still ex- tOrneys for the labor' unions;hf Chi- Civil Orand Ivry
Mr. David Van Culin Captured ThirInvestigating Lynching. y...FrsourairP-014m-by continued until they are revised, ists, and there is every bit as much cago• repre.ented by tihe ' Chicago
teen in Very Short Time.
Chattanooga, Tenn., May 25 --Tile
and until revision of ordinances is reason to eliminate them now as Federation of Labor. As a restilt of
grand jury of this county is investiEvery night large nitnibera of penmade and adopted by the general there 'was -three months ago. With- the investigation of gas Meters the gating the operations of the recent
unions have drafted an otdinance
mob whic'h took Ed iJohnson from ple go out to the surroundlng lakes
council, which is hereby ordered to on( assuming to say whether the
which will provide that the meter inand ponds hunting bullfrogs, and all
be done within- one year from the rumors are true or false they are spections shall come under the cup- the Hamilton county jail and lynched
him on the county bridge'. Several return well laden with this luscious
reaching the proportions where the erv;sier of a civil service coinmistime this act takes effect." .
scores of witnesses crowded about meet that is better than tender wring
For sake of argument leave out people of this city have the right to sioner. This is a rest& of the tlaime the grand jury room all day and it chicken. A lantern is taken along, the
the fact that an ordinance is inoper- know'the straight story. If the gen- that notwithstanding the reduction is 'expected that several indictments bright rays thrown down into thp
water, And the frogs swim tip to it,
ative if inconsistent with,the charter, eral council of this city has been to R5-cent gas the bills all over She will be returned.
city have been higher since tht paswhen they are then "gigged" and
the charter makes it imperative to guilty of aiding and abetting in ham- sage of
captured.
the 85-cent gas ordinance Frost Does Little
modify, amend' or repeal them Ishii- mering down the value of any indus- that, before, .
Mr. David L'. Van Culin, the book
Damage to Cantalopnes.
in one year, and if that is not done try or enterprise in order to enable
Lawrencebtug, Tenn May 25--A dealer, last night in forty-five aninArkvice.
thorough examination' of cantaloupe ntes at the park lake caught thirteen
make a good
by the general .council, any and eveiy any set of men to
1
of the largest frogs ever seen here.
I
"Oh,
love
just
.beauthe
babies,"
plants tirougglout Whig deetion
court in the state would ',decide that, trade, the people ought to know it.
tiful young thing exclaimed.
veala the pleaeant fact that report3
all such ordinances or such parts of If they are not, it is due that body :Then don't
smarry a .
M *Mb" of damage irflicted by recent frogs Corner lots are not always dirt
any,
one
,of
retters
jrtimicion
ordistanCes
become
dead
`from
freed
be
Sy
to
friend
replied
4Cheap.
.
. _
'
have been exaggerated. .
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POOR HOUSE
PLANS ACCEPEED

pRINTING

Fiscal Court Adopted Them
Yesterday',Afternoon.

THAT PLEASES
Phones:

BIDS TOBE OPENED JUNE 15

4 20

202-11_

KENTUCKY PRINTING2
COMPANY
121S 4th St.

HUMANE OFFICER'S
FIRST CASE REPORTED

Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
The First American Lite Innuance Co. The Company that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders
Than any other Compay In the
....Wodd.,
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SLAUPIRED
PADUCAH

ALL BANKS CLOSE
SATURDAY AT 2P.M.

TERRIFIC This, New Hour Will Be Inaugur'ated One Week from Today, and
Abided by Until October.
YESTERDAY.
GETS A

POUNDIIiii AGAIN

.
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A Honeymoon.
Bird of the wildwood, singing

all

In hcl'asY vest of buff and coat of
gray-Proclaiming aloud to birdland, wide,
The graces rare of his comely
bride—
High in tree. top, with braggart air,
Defying all foes to find her where s
She sits and warms, as is meet to do,
Four eggs in a nets all trim and new.
And barks, content, to the odes of'
love
.
Flung out anon by her bard above,
And never a pair so blithe as they—
Not a single pout since wedding
day,
She, cloistered deep the foliageamong—
He, plarring down his torrent of
sting.

IN [1111PlIONS
FOR 35 YEARS

Adtiffis/o

Our Pure Fruit

SPECTACLES

LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY

PhosphGtes
ARE GOOD. OUR

Suffered Severely With Eczema All

Ice Cream

This afternoon is the last Saturday
Jacksonville Could Only Make Nine
Over 'Body—Examined 15 Times
swan which the banks of this city will
Scores in One Inning—Vincennes
by Government Board Who Said
keep open until 3 o'clock as has been
WITH CRUSHED — STRAWtheir custom for years, as all have
There Was No Cure—An Old BERRY, PEACH, PINEAPPLE or
Goes Head— Cairo Won.
entered .into an agreement, as shown
Soldier Completely Cured.
CHERRY„ IS LETTER.
by theirs offic'al notice in another
column, not to keep open any later
How Thy Stand.
Per. than 2 o'clock on Saturday afterW L
noon's, beginning one week from to.
Vinct-nnes
15 8
.
609 I day.
Aplukah
14 9
Danville
13 II .5521 use bankers state that in tbs.
,cs2 cities the financial institutions all
SEVE=ki AND BROADWAY.
u_For over thirty-five. yaars-L was-a• • •_•_. - • • • • •
12 11
Jacksonville
'9 12 .429 close at 12:30 oriloa,ThiTit Ei-re 3 Bird-world will see a busy time severe sufferer from eczema. The erupTEL. 755.
tion was not confined to any one place.
Mattoon
5 16 a38 o'clock in the afternoon has been
soon.
It was all over my body, limbs,
adhered to on Saturday as on other
In briar and brake, from morn till and even on my head. I am sixty
days of the week. Saturday is the
Schedule Today.
years old and an old soldier, and have
noon,
biggest day in the bank;ng business, From noon
Paducah at Jacksonville.
till night, when bride been examined by the Government
as everybody deposits their week's
Board over fifteen times, and they said
Cairo at Danville.
and he.
there was no cure for me. I have
Vincennes at Mattoon. ieceipts, while other concerns draw On wings as fleet as fleet can be,
By Expert, Graduate Optisias
taken all kinds of medicine and have
out large sums for their payrolls, Search everywhere for berries
sweet spent large sums of money for doctors,
Jacksonville, HI., May 25.--dack- therefore it takes the cashiers and And toothsome worms—a dainty to without avail. A short time
426 BROADWAY.
ago I
Satisfaction Guaranteed
sonville cinched the game in the sew- assistants a longer period of time
decided to try the Cuticura Remedies,
eat
eisth when they scored nine runs, to balance up their books and close For open mouths and callow throats and after using two cakes of Cuticura
High class Moving Pictures and
Inn.—
t a 3 4 s 6 7 9'9—R fi E business for this day than any other So soon to dare the same wild notes Soap, two boxes of Cutieurs Ointment, Illustrated Sngs, by :Jigs Zula Fay
and two bottles of Cuticura Resolvent, Fox.
Jack.
o 0 2 02 o 9 o x—I3 11 2 day.
Now hurled by him to field and sky. two treatments
Pad.— .
oo0300o0-3 7 6 This a o'clock hour agreement While mother-to-be Is nestling nigh. and completelyin all, I am now well
Evenings at 8 and 9:30. Matinees
cured. A thousand
Batteries—Ames and Belt; Miller lasts until October 1st, and until Brood on, fond one! His roundelay thanks to Cuticura. I cannot speak Wed. and Sat.
and Nippert.
Entire change of program weekly.
then bankers will not know whether Is all for thee till the death of day. too highly of the Cuticura Remedies.
John T. Roach, Richmondale, Roes
it will prove sufficiently successful to A troubadour of the wood is he—
Co., Ohio, July 17, 1905."
Vincennes, 3; Mattoon, 1.
be carried on, or the old hour of 3 His dower is song and liberty.
Mattoon, Ill., May 35.—In today's o'clock resumed.
—A. H. Sharp.
game Gay was benched for kicking
manager Kolb, and fined $5.
The MICHIGAN
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
NOTICE.
BRIBER
Daily Tell Other Mothers
INTERESTING ITEMS.
visitors won on errors.
PAROLED FROM PRISON
That Cuticura Soap is the best baby
327 Broad WAy
R II E
List of new subscribets added by
soap in the world for cleansing and
industry
An
recently
has
been
creVincennes
Lansing,
Mich.,
May 23.—Thomas
353
purifying the skin, and that Cuticura the East Tennessee Telephone comMattoon
1 1 8 F. McGarry, a former prominent at- ated in the west of France, at Sur- Ointment is of priceless value for pany today;
Batteries—Gay, Farrell, Matteson;'torney of Grand Rapids and the only geres, the seat of several co-opera- soothing and healing itching, torturJno.,
Res.,
869-a — Woelpert,
Jokers, Langdon.
man with the exception of Lant K. tive dairies, and in the space of a ing,and disfiguring eruptions. A single
application of Cuticura Ointment, pre- Hinkleville Road.
Umpire Bush.
Salsbury to serve a prison sentence few months it has grown so rapidly ceded
a warm bath with Cuticura
PALMIST
3659—Moore, Martha, Res., 1307 EGYPTION
AND
as result of a note l Lake Michigan in importance that it deserves notice. Soap,gives instant relief,and refreshing
industry
This
is
North
Fourteenth.
the
extraction
Cairo, 3; Denville, a.
of
CLAIRVOYANT.
water scandal in that city and the resleep for skin-tortured babies, and rest
Danville, Ill., May 25.---Cairo out- sultant wholesale indictments, was casein from skimmed milk.
2662—Cheek, Mrs. J. S., Res., 314
for tired mothers. Bathe the afham(' the Vets today and won in.tcday paroled from prison by GoverDr. Lester F. Ward, who has long fected parts with hot water and Cuti- North Sixth.
curs Soap, to cleanse the surface of
a close an exciting game.
2661—Cosby, F. G., Res., Glen'nor Fred M. Warner. McGarry was been connected with the United crusts and scales and soften
the thickTells the things you Ccsire
most
R H E sentenced ;ri June, 1904, to a four States Geological Survey and Nation- ened cuticle; dry without hard rub- wood.
pi order to achieve success and
Dian vil lk
2663—Whitehea
al
Museum,
W.
Res.,
and
d,
J.,
1721'
which
hapis
eminent
for
bing,
and apply Cuticura Ointment
;4 3 years' term at Ionia for bribery.
piness. No man or woman can afford
383
Cairo
his contributions both in sociology freely, to allay itching and inflamma- Madison.
to be without the assistance she
Battteries—Holycrls and Quito'.
and soothe and heal.
can
RESTRAINS ISSUE OF BONDS Prid palec-botany, has been elected tion,
give. It matters not what your
Clulle•••Seim 01Massol. sall Illhe an mid esouglrooll
ser; Hatch and Wolfe.
probprofessor of Socioligy at Brown Uni- liswerli PairDrug&Mow Osskitse=p,
Like other commodities telephone lem
may be she can and will Ott
Ililasd
r
mor tip Qiis
Were Voted Several Years Ago by versity. He will assume his position
service should be paid for according you.
Juveniles.
in September.
Nashville for Tennessee
Love, business speculation, lost
to its worth and value.
The Western Stars defeated the
Southwest Africa, which has been
Central.
THE CARDINAL
property, threatened dangers, future
Scott Grays, by a score of io to 3.
have
We
the
in
city
over
3,000
the scene of a disastrous and dilatory
prosperity, all these and many other
yesterday afternoon. The Star bat
war for nearly three years, is the 0 shining one, thou messenger of subscribers or five times as many as phases of human
Nashville,
Tenn..
25.—Chan'
May
existence are to her
tery was Savage and Lloyd, while
only German Colony favorable for
the Independent Co.; ouside of the , as an open book. Tells names
light
Ender' and Graham played the box cellor Allison to day granted an orand
Clothed with the splendor of the city and within the county we have gives discriptions without asking
der restraining the issuance of Sr,- European settlement, and this land
and slab for the Grays.
a
is
so
poorly
supplied with water that
qiiestion.
sunset red,
t
coo,000 in bonds voted several years
One interview will contimes
subscribers
many
63
as
the
as
vince
The grace of knighthood on thy
ago by the city of Nashville to the an area of from 5.000 to to,000 acres
most skeptical. Parlors
Independent Co. Yet we will place locatedf t 317
crested head
Tennessee Central railroad, recently is necessary, to keep alive the herds
North Seventh street.
Sounding thy flute-call from the a telephone in your residence at the Hours a a. m., to 8 p. m. For one
absorbed by the Southern and Illi- ,of even a small ranch.
maple's height—
Prof Robert Ogden Doremus, the
nois Central railroads. This order
same rate the Independent Co. is week _tly, $5.00 readings Soon
will hold until the case involving the noted chemist, who ded in New My heart salutes thee—live, forever supposed to charge and provide in
bright!
al idit y of the subscriptiin is decided York a short time ago, aged 82 years
facilities
With thee away what joy and addition, long distance
was a well-known expert on the efby the supreme court on its merits.
hope were sped.
•
which *sill cable you to reach fifty
fects of poison. He .equipped the
•
What sadness here, thy mellow million people from your home.
first laboratory in the tinited States
GIRLS IN GERMANY.
RETURNED YESTERDAY FROM
musie,idstad,
for instructing medical students in
Call 300 for further information
ATTENDING TRAP TOURNo Colleges for Them. but They En- analytical chemistry. At least 50,000 "The woods how dull without thy
,
St. Louis and Tennessee River !
meteor flight—
young men have been his students.
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
NAMENT.
joy a Substitute.
"What
cheer?"
thou
callest,
thy
till
et company--the cheapest ase
The chirping of, crickets on a hot
COMPANY.
;
music fills ,
summer's night falls into a rhythmic
excursion cyst of Paducah.
The German girl leaves school at
"The wooded vale- "What cheer?
Woolfolk of Henderson Won State about fifteen years of age. by Which beat, and this beat is a very accurate
What Cheer? What cheer?"
•
Championship, While Paducahan
time she has learned to sew."mend thermometer. In the latitude of BosThis, 0, my singer, that the Skies
Why will you suffer'
ton, according to Outing, the crickets
and
supposedly
to
English
speak
and
,clear,
arc
Got et Out of too.
chirp abouts,fifty times a minute when The broom of
Whe-t
French.
stammer lies on all the
She has not learned higher mathe- the temperaturs! is at so degrees.
hills,
They add four chirps a minute for
And thou art happy with thy mate
Mr. Ambrose Mercer, the Illinois matics. says Moslem Women, but
every degree above that.
she
has
learned
the
small
so near—
things
Central railroad engineer, returned
The astonishing fact hassjust come And thy dear song thro' all my beyesterday from Owensboro, Ky., which fit a gi-I for a hisise- wifs
to Ight that Prof. Richard Garnett,
ing thrills.
where he attended the state meeting or companion, and that, in Germany.
It is a trip of pleasnre, comfort
Ibrarian of the British Museum, who - Ingram Crockett in Field arid
of gun club representatives and is woman's only sphere.
and
rest; good service, grind table
However much we American girls died recently, for years had devoted
Stream.
sportsmen. Ile is a crack shot, and
good
rooms, etc. Boats leave each'
recently,
died
for
may
years
enjoy our colleges we dare not
had devoted
will cure that awful pain
uhile there walked away with third
pity the German girls, for they have trology. Even more extraordinaty
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
One
Kind.
money in the contest for the state
•
PI Has cured others, will cure you.
something which takes their pines is the circumstance that business men
For other information appiy to Jas.
championship over the clay bird
"Pa, what's a orime mover?"
of whirh we can have no concep- of New York and other cities reguand
traps. He got 91 out of too pigeons.
Frank L.
"One who can get a bureau downCall on us, or Phone 38 or 237 and Koger. superintendent;
tion until we reside in Germany a larly consulted him, regarding conto
ashile the championship went
Brown,
agent.
stairs
without
knocking
any
off
we will gladly tell won abcot it.
few months.
templated ventures.
Woolfolk of Henderson, who got 98
!plaster or saying things that ladies
••••"7••
Did you ever hear of a pension?
Hereafter
public
the
schools
of
tort his hundred, thereby missing It is one
Save This,
of the most enjnyable Lynchburg, Va., the increase of wouldn't like to hear."
only two. This is an unusually fine things which exists.
6 photographs ts cents.
Certain inOf two evils pass the first up and
score, and bespeaks excellent marks- fluential ladies, mostly widows or teachers' salaries is to depend on ef6 photographs 35 cents.
manship upon part of the winner, maiden aunts, make known that they ficiency. This is to be ascertained turn the other down.
And all sizes.
DRUG STORES.
It takes a woman to put up pre
who received a fine $50 gold cup are willing to take a limited number by having the superintendent and
Give us a trial—good work.
supervising principals report on the serves—and a man to put
aiong with the honor of being the of young ladies into their family.
up for Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone 237, Up-to-date Photo Co.
work of the teachers as to six points them.
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone 311..
crack shot of Kentucky.
226r/2 Broadway, Cnr. Third
We went to Hanover. two of Us
Taylor Heer of Owensboro got 95 girls, with a horror and dread of a —discipline, knowledge of subject,
out of his hundred and took second boarding school, as we heard a "pen- method and manner, moral influence,
•
professional interest and health.
prize, while C. W. Prowse of Hop- sion" described.
We found ourkinsville came fourth, breaking 90 out selves in a family of eight girls, all
•••
of the too. There were thirty entries from the very best class of GerCarving a Name.
in the contest, which evidenced some mans, and all placed under Frau von
I wrote nly name upon the sand.
H's care for a year or more.
fine shots.
And trusted it would _stand for
None of the iris had an Ft ecial
Mr. Mercer tried to get the state
WET
live bird shoot for this city, but it o ject in i e; a ew wante to earn
was decided by the executive com- how to keep house, a few indulged But soon, alas! the refluent sea
Had washed my feeble lines away.
mittee to hold it in Louisville, while in an hour's music lesson per week,
the next trap meeting will be con• but most of them came, as is the
German custom, for the sake of be- I carved my name upon the wood,
:ducted in Lexington, Ky.
And after years returned again;
coming polished and being escorted
missed the shadow of the tree
to
concerts,
theatres,
balls,
recepTURNS TABLES
ON
That stretched of old upon the
MR. WILLIAMS tions, student Kneipea, etc.. opporplain.
tunities not afforded in smaller eitiet
!Speaker Cannon Has a
epoblican and even not in many_ cities that are
ro—
- solid marble, nexi, my name'
larger than Hanover. •
Raise No Quorum Point.
gave as a perpetual trust.
Consequently our chaperon accept
Call at ou rstore and hear the at a moment's notice and here you enamel Steel Horn with large amplia
parties An earthquake rent it to its base;
.invitationa
ed
girls.
the
for
specially prepared Records of Bands have the best orchestra of the coun- lying Bell and Brass Detachable
Washington.- May
a5 —Speaker
And now it lie' n'erlaid with dust.
Wiere giveirTfirlhe great intimate
•rannon, ,w,ith the merry anSoWatl.
and other Instrumental Music, Songs, try to play the dance music. Or you Horn Connection.
family spent a year full of pleasure.
maday's proceedings in his titind,
All these have failed.
Detachable Horn ...Supporting Arm.
In wiser Stories, Recitations, and assure your- may wish to leadn a song and what
took a new tack yesterday s,qen theself that this is the best offered. ?au butter instructor can you have than
mood
Aluminum Swinging Arm—
A Compromise on Cows.
;ouse of representatitee Ast0t, by
ore of the Peerless singers to phrase
turn and ask myself, "What Buy only the Recerds.
Noiseless and perfectly construo•
reaeoso
was
compromise
isernling word to Mr. Curtli.bf Kan- "A
a song over and over again if need led Motor.
then?"
STANDARD
TALKING
sas Ito raise the point of "no quorum" tweet' the cow and anti-cow factions If I would have my Italie endure,
be. The possibilities of this wonderOil tempered bearings that wilt
MACHINE RECORD ARE
wheat a division was. cit !ivied by at Hopkinsville by which, the ordiful little machine for instruction and last a lifetime-I'll write it on the hearts of men.
,Mr. NVIiliams (Miss,, oe
FAMOUS FOR THEIR TONE
amusement are endless.
vote to nance forbidding cows to roam on
An adjustable Speed Screw—
resume consideratio4f4 lt4 diplo0 the street, will be enforced after In characters of living light,
This trapropnone represents one
AND QUALITY.
Indestructable
Natural Tone Sound
June t. The ordinance has been in
nook arad consular bill.
Of kindly deeds
action'
and
of the :acest achievements of the
ete.
kaeveral
courts,
months,
for
the
and
Mr. C4rtis made Mt noint 'of "no.
wrought,
As a home entertainer it has no brgest and best equipped Talking
One Standard Talking Machines
If And these, beyond the touch of
qtownm," taking the wind, est of kin the whole town was divided
time. equal. The best talent in the coun- Machine Industry in the world. Fret to Every Customer whose
Cask
unfortunate
you
a
ind
have
cow
are
Shall live immortal as my thought. try is brought right te your fire- Therefore its reproduction will
Williams' nib. The "ctfi of the
star- Purchases amount to
enough to have no place to graze
House" pro;weding under Republican
—Horat'el Alger.
side to while away evenings with ptise and delight the most exacting
See and hear this wonderful instrul
her, sent her down to liopkinsville
demand ineteold of on the demand of
recitations and songs. An listener.
comical
ment
and leorn how easily you can
for pastnrage."—Interior Journal.
•
It's a rood thine for htirnanity that i it protri ta dance ma be often
the leader of the minority. A quorum
p
Tha eget1pmea consists of i6-inch'obtain one free. ,
to
41
,
1
tnott,
was present, the' vote being! 'Yeas.
Petty larceny - is grand larceny 4,, '
it seldom old enoet to
klery"
On; flan it; present, tp.
when ppplied js s 1101sn. kiss. ;„, „boteet„._ - — •
IND0C)11

A THOUSAND THANKS
TO. CUTICURA REMEDIES

EYE GLASSES

HAYES

Properly S
I I Gold Filled
-fitted
$150
and '
Solid Goid
Adjusted
$5.00

The Edisouia 10c.
Electric Theatre

EYES TESTED FREE

J. L. WOLFF,

Loeb & Malone, Props. -

100,000 MOTHERS

Medemoiselle Ismar

MERCER GOT
THIRD MONEY

xcursion

.=•••••••••me•

Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy. •

S8.00 TenFor ntehseselleoruinyder sIrriepturt:

dam/.

BACON'S

It's Op to You!

Rememberifsiree. _See
this machine. Read our
offer----A natural tone
talking and binging
machine

Free

l
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E. H: PUPlEAR,

PRINCESS AS A HOUSEWIFE.

JUST AN ACCIIMIT

reached Liverpool they were engaged.
You, might call it an accidental wedding, due to propinquity, but it. has not
turned out badly, though they are so
in contrast. Belle adores Hugh and
looks up to his superior scholarship
with the proper degree of admiration.
Most m,en appreciate homage. As for
Hugh, though Belle is shallow, he has
never found it out. He will read a
thesis to her and she will sit looking
like a modern Madonna, really considering the style of her next gown, but
outwardly listening to her good man's
deep voice as it goes droning along the
resonant periods. She does not understand much of it, but she makes
him comfortable, and a good deal of
married happiness is built upon a foundation of domestic comfort and mutual
adoration.
A little romance may be lent to the
most prosaic day if we are ready to
find pleasure in agreeable accidents.
For instance, on the veranda of an inn
at a resort which is-patronised ail the
year round, alike in winter as in summer, one may meet an old gentleman
or an old lady whose memory is a
treasure house of incidents and anecdotes of a by-gone day. Interesting as
younger people are, they cannot bear
comparison with delightful old people
who have lived in the midst of things
through their busy years, and are contented to sit on the edge of things In
the Indian summer of their lives. Accidentally the lady who is spending a
few week/ for her health in a place
like this drops into convriation with
the old stager, who is pastmuster or
mistress of charming gossip, and ands
the idle days greatly enriched by the
chance acquaintance.
Accident, of -this kind are common
enough, but should never be taken for
granted. They drift Into our days like
extra sunbeams and should be received with thankfulness. The happiest people are those who begin each
morning with the expectation that
some accidental joy will overtake them
before night.

.104,303,setaireeetiet,

She of Wales Milts Husband's Socks
and Secs That He Wears
Them.
IN MOST CASES rr IS DUE TO
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah,
GROSS CARELESSNESS.
the
her,
before
iother
z
Like
her
New 'Phone 4911
princess of Wi sell is a first rate house'SPECIALTIES:
-ugh she is a very busy
keeper, and
Abstracting of Titles,
Child Maimed for Life Through Mowoman socially, there are but a few
Insurance, Corporation and
mentary Neglect of Nurse—PleasWill be keenly appreciated
management of her
things in tb
Real.Estate Law.
ant Experiences Which Someafter a trial by people who sufshe does not underhousehold wh
times Come by Accident.
fer from headaches—severe or
stand and many whicr ...Ne personally
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
superintends.
mild, occasional or chronic.
S.
MARGARET
BY
SANGSTER.
The princess has no liking for sit
They
never fail to
(Copyright, Me, by Zoeeph B. Bowles.)
—LAWN/ER—
ting with idle liznds, and she is never
Nine-tenths of the untoward hapfor
end
sweet
girl graduate
for the
without some s ,rt of needlework. She penings that people call locidental are
GIVE QUICK
all occasions watches, rings, lockets,
not only knits the prince of Wale( due to gross carelessness and shameRELIEF.
Kenwaist
of
courts
shirt
bracelets,
chains, hatpins,
Will practice in all
socks, but sees that he wears them. ful neglect.
novelties
silver
also
pins,
set,
collar
tucky.
prince,
the
when
nee,
Easing the pain in a very few
Once, for Matz
There are two sets of people In the
of all discriptions.
after a long day's shooting, returned' world—those who keep things up and
Minutes.
home tired and wet, the princess was
Cecil Reed having her tea and the sportsmen those who let things run down. The
J. C.'Flournoy
first have never indulged in the habit
were all quite ready for theirs, but— of putting off till to-morrow what ought
We handle all the finest and daintprincess
eful wite_ that.she III—the
est articles with the utmost care,
to be done to-day. If the reef leaks or
would not give her husband any until there is a crack in the ceiling or a
and make repairs that are absolutely
he had changed his wet boots and Loose board in the dem se •seiggind
satisfactory.
stockings, and he. though laughing and hinge or • broken window seed, they
'Rooms 10, ii and 12, Columbia Bldg, protesting, had t) do her bidding.
repair the damage at ono*. They know
DRUG GIST
PADUCAH, KY.
The princess I • ln excellent soother, perfectly that it costs less to mend
-e prince are very than to mar, and marring goes rapidly
and both she r.-SIXTH AND BROADWAY
anxious that th .r .!tildhen should be on where there Is no mending. As
428 Broadway.
brought up on the Simplest lines poi; everybody knows the best way to let
TELEPHONE 63.
PHONE 77*-A•
(dbl.. When they are at York cottage even a fine house go to absolute ruin
Attorney at Law.
a
them
they have their little ones with
Is to shut it up and leave it without as
great deal, says Hon Notes.
Ushabitant. A house that is lived in
Formerly the hail was constantly Lasts longer and looks better than
Paducah,
'Room No. 5,
Kentucky, used by the small princes. One day, house that is untenanted, because the
Columbia Bldg.
however, a visitor fell over a hoop be- forces of nature are constantly =Irina
4
Sold at
longing to Prince Edward, and now war upon the buildings of men, and s
room
play
special
a
have
children
Gray's Buffet.
constant battle must be waged against
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR the
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rives&
of their own.
Palmer House Bar,
them if men are to come off victors.
North Vifth, Both Phones 355.
E. A. Lagomsraiso.
The heedless housekeeper has emu
Residence lop Lley, Ute Phone 169*
SENSE OF THE TURTLE. ally mentioned that there Is a this
place on the stair carpet which wilJ
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
FOR SALE.
Reptile Possesses Remarkable In- presently wear into a hole. She is not
One large bell; fifty cork life
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
stinct for Finding Nestignorant of a rip in a rug which may
preservers, entirely new; three steam
ing Ground.
catch somebody's heel and cause a tune
Room rea Fraternity Building.
Nshistles, different sires; block and
bin. But being heedless, she put od
—DENTIST—
tackle of all kinds, and two yawls.
from
months,
summer
the
During
the
in
rent
rum
repairing
and
carpet
'New Phone 1 14.
Old Phone 484
turtle
of
sea
Inquire
big
the
August,
to
May
until an unlucky person hurrying alone
Truellart
FRANK WAGONER,
lay their eggs in the beach. They has a fall, which means a hip out ot
and joint or • broken leg, or, worse still
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLER, come possibly hundreds of miles,
•
It undisturbed, will land within a few a jar which may cause apoplexy to
WARM MILK AND HEALTH.
POOL
P.
S.
L.
0.
WM. MARBLE.
STEPHENSON.
yards of the same place year after some one in old age, or the developyear, says Forest and Stream. They ment of a malignant disease in 110111e Internal and Rxternal Applications
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prising Results.
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looks just like the other. They lay than to distinguish between the della is the way it was described by a woeach month usually during the digit ous edible and the deadly fungus, yet man who took it: "I was massaged."
tides of that month, beginning in May there are those who mourn sue., maid she, "from head to foot every
and ending in August. from 90 to 185 deaths as if they were laid at the doom night of my life with milk- I might
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in 27 days the top eggs hatched, the there was neither excuse nor occasion milk, which was like cream. Then, as
rest in three days more. The little A man fearfully deformed with a great the weather was cold, I was wrapped
turtles would dig out, raise their lit- hump -between his shoulders was is In blankets and put to bed. This was
tle heads and sniff the air a moment, his infancy the most noble and beautt for extreme nervous prostration.
"In the morning I took a bath in
then start for the rivet, 100 yards ful of children. While his pretty Dune
away. It was always a mystery to me was flirting with a gallant policernas this mixture: The tub was filled with
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on the shore. When a short distance steep hill and was overturned at the milk was stirred. And into this was
out at sea It all looks alike—just sandy foot, and years of pain and wretched dropped ten drops of benzoin. This
ridges, with scrub palmetto and coarse nese, with the handicap of the hunchback. have paid for that folly.
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SWEET REVENGE.

Ike Popular Novelist
HIS LAST STRUGGLE/ 61 hear
you are at work on a sere

DO NOT BE HASTY

SOVel."
In making a selection for a corn n.encement gift cr a wedding present
rigs , Scene-A crowded afternoon reoelle
Henry Jameson Satterfield Is discovPURSUING
DEBITS IN
"Yes."
call your attention to a few n ew things we have. You must see our
, !thin. Through the loud conversation ered leaning over the library table geeus
let
"Who
is
out?"
to bring it
COUNTRY.
, percolates at times the voice of a weak ing intently at a photograph in his
"I don't know yet. The highest beautiful line of
It was a very attractive yellow hog amateur tenor. Mrs. Gerard (a young hand. He hears toe sound of familiar bonus I have been offered so far is
and Maj. Devenant (an old feet. Hastily sliding the picture un- only $70,000, and unless the publishers
gy, drawn by a spirited mare. To a
pedestrian tolling up the hill it looked Sadie) are seated together in a con- der a heap of papers, he turns to greet show an inclination to be more liberal our perfect line of
servatory corner.
the newcomer with a beautifully done I. may burn it.
most inviting.
I can't afford to
Mrs. Gerard-Se you really have ro imitation of relief. (He speaks.)
"Have a ride?" asked a young man,
sheapen my work in the estimation of
"Why, hello, TUkl, old man! Glad :he public."-Chieago Record-Herald.
emerging from a roadside house and turned from Havaea
you looked me up--eored to death, you
letting into the yellow buggy. "You'd
Mhl- Davecutalr-PIIIIIPPInen.
Some..eew designs in a FERN DISH.
See the assortment we have
Disgusting Stupidity.
Mrs. Gerard-Oh. yes. Philippine's, know, and all Wet. No, you dfdn't inbetter. It's seven miles to the town."
Fancy Sterling silver peices--our erice,; sp, ial for May-Silver
in
The pedestrian willingly wowed of course, but they'rehstli in Cuba. And terrupt me at all. I was just glancing
"Well, well, well!" said the disgusted
work at % pr.ce in knives f erk , iod spoons.
politician, throwing down his paper. plated
you never sent me a line all these years; over the evening prper. Sag,.
the invitation.
Carl eon' for choice of selection.
free c each peice.
llingraviog
a treat. Nobody' sees astelliiirg ef you "They've gone and nominated /helium:I)
"I'm mighty glad you came We (sentithentally) how many?
since
and
you
1!)on't
for
poleapaged.
congress!"
went
Maj. Devenant-Nearly fpur.
war," he said to the young mu.
"Mr. Rufus Bullfinch?" asked his wife.
"Well, I had to visit that debit," ro
Mrs. Gerard (pensively)-It seems you ever take an evening off? Lucky
"Yes."
she went away for the holidays or I
plied the latter, indicating the house like ten.
"Why, he's a good man, isn't he? I've
shouldn't see you now, 1 suppose. No,
from which he had emerged.
Mae Devenant(brusqIasi y)
; we
315 Broadway.Guthries Old Stand,
I don't elarne you. eche% is a lovely always heard people speak well of him.'
His eompanion wandered whether both look a good bit older.
fellows
we
prize-but
"That.*
have
won
girl-a
it.
regular
could
just
We
"debit" was country dialect for a
Mrs. Gerard-I don't mean that, but
square house with green shutters, but many things have happened since then. feel you've just about dropped us, and here this fall with anybody."-ChIcago
trioxide, you-know.
'
the young man now Stopped before
nue]. eswevenant (calmly)-Thsy usual"Oh, come off! I don't either know
roadside store with no shutters.
ly do.
Good Man Gone.
how It is! Just because you're In love
"Have to so* this debit, too," he
Mrs. Gerard (piously)-Hy husband is
Ceolly-1 say, old chap-is it true
insinuations
Four
for
fool
reason
no
said, handing the reins to his compan- is in
Heaven.
.that every one else is, too! No, sir! that youe.h wife has--er--eloped with
ion and disappearing through the front
Maj. Devenant (curtly)-How to A bachelor's life for me!
your valet?
doer of the house.
you know?
Ferdy-Ya-as. Disgustine isn't it?
do
people
"Weil, I can't help it if
"What is your business?" asked the
Cholly-Cheer up, me boy-don't
Mrs. Gerard-Really, Dick, you're gossip. A man can't look at a girl
favored pedestrian when the young
it to heart, y' know.
take
still
as
funny
as
ever.
He
deserves
wedthe
setting
one's
every
without
man teterned.
Ferdy-But., confound it, where am
to be in Heaven after his life here.
ding day. I'm sure I've paid no more
"Insurance."
Maj. Devenant-Was there so much attention to Caroline than to a lot of 1 to find another such valet?-Cleve"Oh."
of
the other place in his mundane ex- others. Well, howl if you enjoy it; land Leader.
Then followed much learned taik of
still, I don't see anything to laugh
salary and commissions, paid-up in- istence,
No Chance.
Mrs. Gerard-There you go again. about myself. She's a mighty fine girl,
saran°e ageaciee, policies and lapses.
Friend-Going to convict that bur11 also transpired that, In the eyes of Why haven't you been to see me? though, don't you think? So different
glar?
the young man, who was out on a tour Dear me, what a dreadful noise that from most of the others-seems to unProsecutor-It can't be done.
of eollectioa, all houses were either man is making! (To hostess, who, derstand a Lelluw and all that and La
Friend-Why, the evidence seems
girlthat
Why,
sense.
little
a
have
a
with
smile
harassed
ts
plunging
or
debits.
unclassified aondescripte
He bowed to everyone who passed !zither and thither trying to make the
-Now, see here, Ton. Can't a man plain enough.
Prosecutor-Yes; tut the house he
afternoon a success) Dear Mrs. Le- speak admiringly of a girl without your
and *peke to almost every ene.
robbed was occupied by the p. eselent
nothing
There's
way?
that
grinning
I
max,
was
just
Maj.
Mr.
telling
Devenant
"How's your wife to-day,
of a Life insurance company.--Chicagc
Casey," he would say, and "Ah, there, that you must have induced COMM In it, I tell you. I've thought the matSum.
catch
don't
you
and
ago
long
over
ter
come
this
afternoon-not
Caruso.
to
getUng
your
arm
how's
Flanagan,
along" after which remarks he Would really?-well he has a rival (besiege me running my neck into any matriThe Only Hope.
turn to his companion and give ex- passes on with an unmeaning 'grin) monial Dome. Why, I've been attractMrs. liVhoopler-Yon tell me, Herr
outalways
I
and
girls
of
lots
by
ed
Horrid
woman!
and
her
-overcrowds
house
traces from the biography of Casey
that my daughter can
so that one has to sit on bedroont grew it. What if I'd married one of Vogleschnitael,
Finnegan and their neighbors.
never
Is(here no hope
a
become
alugerl
trance?
"LB Irish hereabouts," he said. "I chairs and always gives hot punch 'am before I came out of my
for her?
presthe
from
Different
that?
What's
had a deuce of a time making them and cold tea-but, as I was saying,
Herr Vagelschnitzel-Vell, matam,
ent serious attack? I am not suffering
believe I was Irish. My name Is Van why haven't you been to see me?
you mlghdt put her on a diet of canaryyou.
tell
I
attack,
any
from
Mal Devenant (grufily)-You ought
4Irominger. Whoa, Kitty!"
seed, airetty. Emit see vat dot viii do mit
"Yes, I had Christmas dinner at
to know.
They stopped before another debit.
bar.-Puck.
•
Caroline's. She knew my folks were
"And how are ye, Mrs. Flanagan?"
Mrs. Gerard-I?
Wee
mighty
it
thought
and
away
shouted the young man. "Foine day
Maj. Devenant-Didn'eyou lead me all
Always the Contrary.
to-day." He winked at his companion, to suppose you cared for me? And of them to ask me. It was her moihSharp-Whet do you think of Gaylord
you'd
knew
I
course.
of
invitation,
er's
"How do you like the brogue"
didn't you throw me over for that old
from a moral point of view?
say that-it's nothing of the sort. Her
"Great." answered the other.
fossil? (pause). I beg your pardon.
Blunt-Well, I don't know much
hasn't
mother is a lovely woman and
Having ascertained that Mrs. FlanMrs. Gerard (comeacently)-Don't
about him, but his wife says he is posiespeanyone,
for
angling
of
idea
an
agan was well, that the "childther" mention it. He was n foesil
tively wicked.
cially for me. I think it's a pretty
were likewise and that the robust
Sharp-Hob! In that case he must be
Maj. Devenant-And a wealthy one
ask
can't
peophi
when
affairs
of
state
health of Flaaagan pater showed no
an angel -Chicago Daily News.
Mrs. Gerard-LYes. that maie such
kindsimple
of
out
dinner
sterns of diminution, the young insur- a difference (sighs i, I used to call a fellow to
ness of heart without being suspected
&Sae man collected all that was due you Boy thee.
ee.e.....ne.
Principlee
of deep-laid plans. And what do you
on the Flanagan debit and departed
easculaplus was founding the science
Maj. Devenant (suddeely)-Oh!
mince
the
made
think? Caroline bed
with a farewell of the meat Hibernian
of medicine.
Mrs. Gerard-What's the matter?
pies and the salad herself. I never
pattern
"Boys," he observed, "are only sick
Maj. Devenant-Nothing
I
you
tell
I
them.
like
anything
tasted
The next debit was located on a
Mrs. Gerard-And you need to eall Like to see a girl take an interest in on school days, while the relatives of
side road, more like the bed of • tor- me Coochee. Dear old days!
cooks are always ill on holidays."
things about the Douro and it is all
rent than anything else, filled with
With this simple axiom he entered on
Devenant (sentimentally)- the more creditable when she doesn't
Maj.
rent rocee among which Kitty, the
his
practice.-N.Y. Sun.
servforever.
Gone
have to. Most girls with three
mare, struggled with difficulty.
Mrs. Gerard (peetteally)-Why for- ants at home wouldn't be caught dead
That's Different
"When I first made the round of
We are both older and wise, in the kitchen. Caroline says she likes
ever?
was
"I
"So." said the tourist, "you don't like
agent.
the
these debits," said
so
around. She gets
it in the wheat belt?"
ours I cold never stand such roads. now. Let es as friends Just at tel to cook and fuss
yore'
pink and her hair always roughs up
"Nossire" replied the tramp. "Work is
Now they're easy. Whoa, there!"
she
when
Mai Derenant-lit could sever be and coeds around her ears
too hard ter get-"
A little girl emerged from the debit.
bet
11.0 same (buries his face in his gets interea-ad and excited, so I'll
"Know just what she'll say," said :
in the kitchen. Shehands
great
looks
she
she
-erway from "-Chicago Sun.
says
"Mamma
the young mat.
Mrs Geraril (waxing eloquent)"Oh, cut it out, Tom. I'm simply
ain't get no money for you to-day,"
Don't, Dick-edone. Boy (he makes an telling you about my Christmas dinner.
After Worms.
lhe Squealed
sound). You know I al I am not raving over Caroline. Not
Inarticulate
"Why did you fly down so close to that
The little girl came to the gate.
would and it hard to rave man reading on the bench?" meted the
"Mamma Rays s'ob ain't got no money ways eared for you really, and there that a fellow
wanted to, only I don't mother robin of her offspring.
he
My
before
if
ue.
yeers
her
are
many
happy
about
the
while
said,
she
for you to-day."
of foolishness. Been
sort
that
yoe-my
for
for
sehing
been
has
jr
"Somebody told me it was a bookheart
go
insuranoe collector grinned a Sherlock
I haven't I'm worm," replied the hungry young bird.
lately?
solitude.
shows
to any
Holmes grin. a-d his companion soul pining away in
matt/col-comedy -Yonkers Statesman.
those
Maj. Devenant-It can neves be the outgrowing
Icoke•I duly impr seed
A pertiresome.
so
are
They
things.
Thin they scranibled down the rocky same.
out of them, Caroline
r000
Combination Changed.
no
gets
sou
II
Mrs.
Gerard
(enthualastirally)road again and roached the Turin road
gives you
that
play
thought you seed Will had It is healthy
a
likes
Patienoe-I
t3be
my
✓ive.
ha.re.
will
'fou
will.
ran, and it
safely.
something to think about-problem the key to your heart?
aiwaye
It is always ready for use
have
that
devotion
my
,ore,
pee
more
told
agent
The isenacken
Patrice-So he bad; but since met all It is a pleasure
play-s, she calls them.
*opal histories of the O'Briens and Dean yours.
I he "Tribune," "Rambler," "Mon"Say. but she has briens! Yon ought those men at the beach, this summer,I It will not get sick) or die
Maj. De vernrt -Why Ceeet :ea a
Hoolfbaos that palmed; be described
of talk she put think he s lost the combination.-Yonk- It will save you car fare
line
the
arch,"
beard
"Imperial" and "Colonial" Bihave
to
.
money?"
my
"and
local manners and customs; he di.one we saw. She ers Statesman.
cycles arc the best that can be proIt will take you home to lunch
Mrs. Gerard (dierassionately)-No out about the leet
envied the no license law lo force 13
Vol. a d_ffetent view of it from the
duced $ig up.
It will save you a doctor bill
Clever Scheme,
the lewns'1111): be explained the Mee- That would set you in the light of a
I took. I like to get her arguing,
ene
See our stock of Second Handl
belle result likely to follow orders for fortune hunter. Boy-lloy-you have
told
me
Mrs.
DeSplurge
Teller-Mrs
grows so excited! She always
bicycles.
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EXPERT
ginger ale and birch beer given in a made me very happy. "Love come fur she
that the new residence they're buildinteresting to say.
certain sophistleated voice. And as a triumphant at the cad" (ri(e a ramie has something
ing has nee entrances
how
Tom,
here,
"Whaes that? Lee
proof of Ws assertions, he took his Idea she is quoting).
Mr. Teller-Well, when the wolf arCheapest house in town for Tires, Bells, Pumps, Sadctes, etc. R.
you that you
companion into a small bar run by an
Maj. Devenant-But It can never be many times must I tell
rives
that'll keep him guessing for
see
don't
the place.
member
I
tiack?
wrung
are on the
affable Irishman.
the same.
awhile -Puck.
was in love.
I
say
coule
anybody
how
or.
keep
you
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Mrs. W. E. Lindsey.
Special Agent J. 'D.• King of the
T:ouisville division, returned yester:iitrrORATED.
day to Louisville.
ari.ts.
Fifth and Wilsey.
President Wm. Katterjohn of the
soos Phones t7g.
big construction • works at Cedar
IINCOrportiteA

i3LEASANT PLACES,
PLEASANT FRIENDS,
PLEASANT TIMES,

RECEIVE WAGE
C9MMITTEES

Can be depicted
if you take a

Kodak
with you. $1 to $20

M'PHERSO

0.••••••••••

OldSouthern Harmony Singing
At Benton Sunday, May 27

Faithful and
Conscientious
Compliance

Reduced Rate3on N. C., & St. L Ry.

You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why:not buy

TRADEWATER COAL

So you will know where to get the BEST COAL for NEXT
WINTER?
Lump 13c,:i Nut 12c.
Both Telephones 254.
Foot

R. VI. W 1LKER & CO

Street.

4

West Kentucky Coal Co.

